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University grade inflation noticeable
Grade point averages increase dramatically;
by Brad Jenkins
senior writer

This story is part one of a three-part series.

During a 30-year period, the average grade point
average at JMU rose six-tenths of a point. This upward
trend caught at least one administrator's attention.
"There is no doubt there is grade inflation," said
Acting Vice President of Academic Affairs Doug Brown.
"Average grades do go up."

is no longer an average grade

According to the JMU Statistical Summary, the aver
age CPA at JMU jumped from 2.29 in 1964-'65 to 2.89 in
1994-'95.
The median CPA climbed to about 2.7 in the 1980s
from 2.6 in 1974-'75. It stayed fairly consistent until 1988'89 when it rose to 2.77. In 1990-'91 it increased to 2.87.
Any increase of one-tenth of a point in CPA is "a big
jump," Brown said.
Carter Lyons, Faculty Senate Academic Concerns
Committee chair, said grade inflation is an indication of

the changing view of grades at American universities. "It
is true that an 'A' does not mean the same thing it did 10
or 15 years ago," he said.
More students are receiving "A" grades than in the
past at JMU, especially in 300- and 400-level classes,
according to the Statistical Summary. The number of stu
dents earning "A"s in 300- and 400-level classes increased
from 35 percent in 1986-'87 to 45.8 percent last year.
see INFLATION page 2

Sophomore registration
interrupts phone service
by Katheryn Lenker
contributing writer

Campus-wide phone service
has been down from about 3 to 6
p.m. everyday for the past week
due to system overloads caused
by sophomore registration.
"The phone system went
down due to the unlimited num
ber of callbacks the new registra
tion system allows," said Tom
Bonadeo, director of JMU
telecommunications.
Bonadeo said yesterday was
the last day phone service would
be disrupted as
Thursday, Friday
and Monday are
add-drop days.
He doesn't think
,
this
should
adversely affect
phone service
because "most
freshmen
will
have to do walk-in
registration
because of the
CenEd clusters."
Bonadeo attributes the over
load of calls to the limited num
ber of classes remaining after
seniors and juniors registered
and the shorter period of time
sophomores have to call in for
registration.
"Sophomores only had three
days to register while seniors had
five days to register and unlimit
ed classes [to choose from],"
Bonadeo said.
With the unlimited number
of callbacks allowed, Bonadeo
said some students called in nine
or 10 times each. This, combined
with normal phone use, over
loaded the system and caused it
to shut down periodically.
Because of the phone system

overload. Campus Police could
not receive emergency phone
calls, including fire alarms, while
the system was down.
When a fire alarm is set off in
a dorm, a signal is sent to the
public safety office, and they call
Harrisonburg Fire Department.
The signal runs on a phone line
which was disabled along with
other phone services.
"We don't get anything
[when the phones are down],"
said Alan MacNutt, director of
public safety. "We have estab
lished a cell phone in our office to
handle calls."
MacNutt said
he is not aware of
any incidents that
^ could not be
reported during
the phone service
shutdown.
The public
safety office has
distributed some
Anna Rae cellular phones to
sophomore residence halls in
case of emergen
cies such as fire alarms. But not
all residence halls received a cel
lular phone.
After battling registration
problems, some sophomores
were vocal about their dissatis
faction.
Sophomore Anna Rae com
mented, "It crashed right after I
finished registering. Telecom, for
the amount of money they
charge, should get their act
together."
Sophomore Beth Tilley
agreed. "Registration has taken a
step backward," she said. "Why,
when we have so many more
students, does the new system

"Telecom, for the
amount of money
they charge,
should get their
act together."

see PHONE page 2

JEAN PHILLIPSON/i/a^photographer

(k) Junior Katie Thomas and senior Anne-Marie Hanson dance during a tech rehearsal (or the JMU School
of Theatre and Dance's concert "Tearing Through the Space."

Movin', groovin' through 'Space'
by Sarah Kain
senior writer

Think "minimalist costumes" — in other
words, no tutus, no frills, no lace. Think "contemporary music" — a little hip-hop, some Bjork. Think
"physically demanding." Think "visually playful."
Think of all of these elements coming together,
and you've got "Tearing Through The Space," a
student dance concert presented by the JMU
School of Theatre and Dance, which opens tonight
and runs through Saturday.
Choreographed and performed almost entirely
by dance majors and minors, the concert offers a
once-in-a-semester chance for students to create
and showcase original works. Preceding the con
cert, student choreographers either auditioned or
privately selected dancers from among their peers
for each piece. Some of tiiese students chose to per
form their works themselves;, the concert features

four such solo pieces, all examples of modem dance
— "Liberashun," by sophomore Mikey Courtney,
"Unleashed" by senior CeCe Klippert, "Imprisoned
Voice," by sophomore Ann Keast and
"Emergence," by sophomore Kelly Bartnik.
"Most of these dances have been chore
ographed this semester," said senior Amy
Eisenhower, one of the two student directors for
"Tearing Through The Space." "I would say 95 per
cent of this concert is new works, never performed
before."
Eisenhower said the concert will also present
the Associate Ensemble, a group featuring students
with active dance interests (but not having dance
majors) alongside freshmen dance majors and
minors. This is the first time these students will per
form as the Associate Ensemble, she added.
Members of the Associate Ensemble will per-

seeGR00VIN'p^e2
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In 100- and 200-level courses,
inflation hasn't been as noticeable, but grades have risen slightly. The percentage of students
receiving "A"s in 100- and 200level courses has risen from 26
percent in 1986-'87 to 29 percent
in 1996-'97. The percentage of
students receiving "B"s didn't
change — it has remained at 38
percent.
According to the 1997-'98
JMU Undergraduate Catalog, a "C"
is average, but these statistics
point in another direction, Brown
said. "A 'C is not the true average for the university anymore,"
he said. A "B" is classified as
good.
The trend at JMU seems to
parallel trends at other universities across the nation. According
to a July 1997 Chronicle of Higher
Education report, the mean GPA
at Duke University rose from 2.7
in 1969 to 3.3 in fall 1996. And
until April 1997, the University of
Virginia Law School required
mean grades in classes to not be
higher than 3.0. The school
recently raised that requirement
to 3.3 after students complained
their job searches were being hurt
by low GPAs.
Even though statistics show
that average grades have
increased at JMU, Brown said the
numbers surprise him. "It's not
as serious as I thought [at JMU),"
Brown said. "Frankly, I expected
to see much more change over
time in grade distribution."
Lyons said taming grade
inflation at JMU is a priority for
the
Academic
Concerns
Committee. "We have very high
grades here at JMU," he said.
"The [Faculty] Senate would like
to see the grading culture at the
university change. We would like
to see the average as a 'C and we

would be proud of that."
At least one JMU professor
still adheres to the notion that a
"C" is average. In senior biology
major Brian Kerns' anatomy
class (BIO 290), students are told
to "be proud" of a "C." "The professor said a 'C is average,"
Kerns said. Kerns thinks this policy is effective because he studies
more for the class and learns
more. "I know I don't have the
luxury of the curve," he said. "It's
nice to get a higher grade, but it
doesn't prove you earned it."
Grade Inflation or Better
Students?
The most puzzling part
about grade inflation is pinpointing the reason for the trend,
Brown said. The reasons for the
increase are "a matter of opinion," he said.
Students who desire high
grades pressure professors to
give them those desirable grades.
"They push the instructor to tell
them 'what do I have to do to get
an 'A,'" he said. "I'm not sure it's
bad that instructors are pushed. It
adds accountability."
Graves said the pressure
stems from most students' view
of grades. "Students equate
grades as the effort, not the product," she said. If a student does
five hours of studying yet doesn't
do well on an exam, the student
wonders why the grade wasn't
better.
Cynthia Gilliatt, associate
professor of English, said student
concerns about GPA have made
them more aggressive in lobbying for the grades they think they
deserve. "Students are very concerned, maybe overly concerned,
about GPA," Gilliatt said. "I've
had students be persistent and
not take no for an answer."

Brown said another factor
influencing grade inflation is the
advent of instructor evaluations
in determining salaries and promotions.
It is more likely that a student will evaluate a professor
positively if that student is doing
well in the class. "Instructors
believe that if they give better
grades, they'll get better ratings
as professors," he said.
Evaluations are important,
Brown said, but they should be
tied more closely to student
assessment. "It strikes me that an
instructor's success should be
based on how well students are
doing through assessment," he
said.
Although it may happen
unintentionally, Gilliatt said evaluations could be a reason for
grade inflation. "It's very tempting for faculty to give higher
grades to receive better evaluations, she said. "The role of evaluations in merit pay may make
people go easy," she said.
Another reason cited for
grade inflation is the improving
quality of students at JMU.
Brown said, "We have very
bright students. When you have
a higher level of student, you
would expect some increase in
grades."
If the Scholastic Aptitude
Test is any indication, JMU students have remained consistent
in quality during the past 10
years. The average SAT score of
entering freshmen has increased
from 1159 in 1986-'87 to 1172 in
1996-'97, but statistically, Brown
said this indicates that "scores
have been relatively consistent
since 1987." SAT scores from
1986-'87 to present were re-centered because of new SAT scoring methods.

Far-Reaching Effects
While students, instructors
and administrators readily admit
grade inflation exists, many are
concerned about JMU students
graduating with inflated grades.
Brown said grade inflation
has far-reaching effects. "If you
give an 'A' to a 'C student, you're
doing a disservice to the university and the student," he said.
David Jeffrey, associate dean
of the College of Arts and Letters,
said inflated grades result in a
lower reputation for JMU. "If we
continue to inflate grades, we
devalue the education we're giving students," he said. "We want
to preserve the reputation of the
university."
Brown said pressure to get a
job or go to a graduate school
contributes to grade inflation, but
by inflating grades, "grad schools
wouldn't trust the grades."
Lyons, who is also a professor of mathematics, said employers are also affected by grade
inflation. "Easily earned high
grades may make JMU graduates
not look so attractive," he said.
"They may not measure up."
Patrice Pleasants, a senior
sociology major, said instructors'
grading habits also influence students while at JMU, especially in
course selections. "Word gets
around about who has an easy
grading scale," Pleasants said. "It
makes you more apt to take a
non-challenging class because
you don't have to do as much
work to get a good grade."
Gilliatt said grade inflation
generally sends a negative message to students and is unethical
on the part of instructors. "I try to
remind myself when grading that
it's not kind to people who aren't
doing well to lie to them," she
said.
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CORRECTIONS
In the Nov. 10 issue of The
Breeze, the article "SMAD faculty meet to discuss shutdown of major and minor"
should have read that there
are nine full-time faculty
members, and the studentfaculty ratio in the SMAD
department is 42:1.
The Breeze regrets the error.
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"The focus is on the movement," Harvey said.
form two pieces: "Replayce," by Cynthia Thompson,
professor of dance, is one of the few faculty-chore- "From the movement comes the ideas behind the
ographed works in the entire show; and the other, piece. It didn't need text."
She also said that because "Tearing Through
"Miss Fits," created by Eisenhower and fellow student director senior Cortney Adams, uses music by The Space" does not have a costume budget, she
Michael Nyman, composer of the score for Jane and the dancers worked together on the apparel for
"RAW," as did the choreographers and dancers of
Campion's 1992 film "The Piano."
"Tearing Through The Space" also includes a every other piece in the concert. The costumes in
structured improv piece, "West 4th & 356," a work "RAW," she added, are fairly simple, streamlined
so loosely configured it changes with each presenta- and fitted.
tion. Eisenhower said audiences at the Friday and
The choreography of dance faculty member
Saturday shows should expect a performance Suzanne Miller is also included in the concert. Her
unique and distinct from the one the night before. work, titled "Circle of Friends," is a trio she originally
No small feat, the dance features the spontaneous, intended for the newly formed Harrisonburg Ballet.
collective talents of eight or nine dancers.
"It's very fun, playful movement," she saicj of
Senior Jen Harvey choreographed "RAW," a the contemporary ballet piece. The variety of the
work scheduled as the culminating performance of program, she added, is one of the concert's biggest
the concert. A spoof on WCW wrestling, this mod- assets, moving from modem to jazz to international
ern dance piece uses partnering to make the to hip-hop and lyrical.
dancers' physical relationships the main focus,
"(The audience] won't have to sit through one
Harvey said. She considers the piece to be strong genre of dance," she explained. "They'll get a feel
because of its physical demands, its visual effect and for the type of work that's produced here in the
its level of audience appeal. "The movements are department. If you're trying to investigate dance for
symbols and metaphors for strength," she the first time, it's a good place to start."
explained. "It requires a lot of strength to do the
Tearing Through The Space" begins tonight and
piece.
continues Friday and Saturday evening. All shows begin
The work also features text-free techno sounds at 8 p.m. in Godwin Studio Theatre 355. Tickets are $5
from Bjork's Telegram album.
general admission and $3 for students and children.

not work?"
Sophomore Matt Craig
trekked to Kinko's in an effort to
j^gister when the phone system
on campus was down.
"At Kinko's, I was still
unable to register [because the
system was down]," he said. "I
finally registered later that
night."
Bonadeo said the telecommunication department, combined with the university registrar, will work to provide students with clearer directions for
the registration system and also
try to explain more of the system's built-in features, which
could cut down on the number of
repeat call-ins.
Because of the phone service
problems, JMU will install a new
pentium computer phone system
over winter break, Bonadeo said.
This measure, along with clearer
directions in the registration
booklet, should correct the phone
overload problem.
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- j A J Senate passes Honor Code bill
wk I

kl

Statement of ooinion
opinion advocates minimum penalty for violations
■

9POLICE LOG9
by Neal Crovo
police reporter
Campus police report the following:

Possession of Marijuana
• Robert B. Graham, 19, of Ellicott City,
Md., was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana after a suspicious
odor investigation led to the discovery of
marijuana in Eagle Hall at 10:17 p.m. Nov. 7.

Driving Under the Influence/
Operating without a Driver's
License
• Waverly S. Davidson, 30, a non-student
of Harrisonburg, was arrested and charged
with driving under the influence and
operating a motor vehicle without a license
on Reservoir Street at 12:55 a.m. Nov. 8.
An officer reportedly observed his vehicle
speeding 65 m.p.h. west bound by the
Reservoir Street soccer field.

Underage
Alcohol

Possession

of

• A student was judicially charged with
underage possession of alcohol in Eagle HaH
at 10:17 p.m. Nov. 7.

Underage Consumption of
Alcohol
• A student was judicially charged with
underage consumption of alcohol on
Bluestone Drive by A-bt at 1:15 a.m. Nov. 9.

Telephone Harassment
• An incident of telephone harassment
occurred at 1:20 p.m Nov. 7.
The incident is under investigation.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a
wallet containing a JAC card and a credit
card from a jacket in an unsecured locker at
the University Recreation Center between 3
and 5 p.m. Nov. 7.
Both cards were cancelled.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a
black bifold ID case inside the women's
locker room at UREC at 9:08 p.m. Nov. 10.
The wallet, valued at $7, contained a JAC
card, a Mastercard, ATM cards and $5 cash.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a
black bifold wallet from an unsecured locker
in the women's locker room in UREC at
9:08 p.m. Nov. 10.
The wallet was recovered in a washroom
sink, but items missing were an ATM card
and $70 cash.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a
Murray bicycle, lock and chain while secured
to a pole on the west side of Blue Ridge Hall
between 12 p.m. Nov. 3 and 12 p.m. Nov. 5.
The estimated value of the bike, chain
and lock is $100.

Fire Alarm
• Burning toast activated the fire alarm in
Gibbons Dining Hall at 9:33 a.m. Nov. 8.
' Number of parking tickets given between
Nov. 4-10:832
Number of drunk in public charges since
A
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As we are trying to build up our hhonor
—
system, penalties range from a minimum of
"As
by Marcia Apperson
system,
it is good to have multiple sancone semester suspension and a grade of "F"
SCA reporter
tions," Commuter Sen. Will Pearson said.
in the course where the violation occurred
The bill also advocates better education of
The Student Government Association to permanent expulsion from the universiSenate passed a bill of opinion dealing with ty, according to the 1997-'98 Undergraduate students about the Honor Code and moving the Honor Council office away from
the honor system at its Tuesday meeting.
Catalog.
student organizations in Taylor Hall
The bill suggests that if JMU
to an academic-related building
adopts a multiple sanction penalty
such
as Wilson Hall.
system for honor code violations, a
Addressing
the problem of eduminimum penalty should be estabcation
on
the
Honor
Code, the bill
lished.
states
awareness
should
be estabThe bill, which will now be sent
lished during freshman orientation,
to the Academic Council, respondwhere all students should be
ed to a report on academic integrity
required to sign an honor code conat JMU published in April by the
tract and be given a student handTaskforce on Academic Misconbook.
duct.
During debate, Wampler Hall
"An honor council and honor
Sen.
Chris Neff said the education
code are two of the most important
aspect
of the bill was too limited in
things in any community, especially
scope. "We don't let the pntire stuour own," said Representative Matt
dent body know about it. It only
Conrad.
addresses freshmen and transfers,"
The bill states Senate "does not
he said.
support or refute the idea of a mulThe bill also proposes moving the
tiple sanctions system," and an
Honor
Council office away from
informal resolution system, which
other
student
organizations because
would not involve the Honor
it
receives
front
end budgeted funds
Council, does not have the full supfrom
Senate,
as
opposed to other
port of the JMU campus. If the
student
organizations,
which
Taskforce's procedures are adoptrequest
funds
as
needed.
ed, students accused of violating
Senate Academic Affairs
the Honor Code could negotiate
JENNIFER
BAKER/phow
editor
Committee
felt the council should
their penalties informally with facSGA Vice President Andy Sorensen collects ballots during
move to another academic building
ulty members involved.
because there's not enough space
If the teacher and student could- «» Se"ate meetln« Tuesdayfor meetings with lawyers and parn't reach an agreement, the situation would
The bill of opinion said the number of
ents.
be sent to Madison Mediators. If the prob- penalties under a multiple sanction system
lem was still unresolved, it would go before should be limited. The bill did not suggest
see SENATE page 5
an honor panel. Under the current honor what that minimum penalty should be.

Tri Delta to colonize at JMU
by Kelly Hannon
contributing writer
A new set of Greek letters
will appear on campus beginning next week as Greek Row
adds national sorority Delta
Delta Delta.
Over the past several
months, the Panhellenic sorority expansion committee, composed of two representatives
from each JMU sorority,
reviewed and analyzed which
of 26 national sororities would
make the new best match with
student life.
"We sent out letters inviting
all of the 26 national sororities
not currently on campus to
send us information," said
Alyson Clark, assistant Greek
Life coordinator. "They all sent
us brochures and other materials, and after looking over them,
we invited the three sororities
that best matched JMU to come
and give presentations."
The three sororities selected
to give presentations to the
expansion committee were Phi
Mu, Kappa Alpha Theta and Tri
Delta.
Tri Delta will accept about
120 rushees. Clark said the new
sorority is seeking both older

[for inviting Tri Delta]. They
and younger college women.
Greek Life coordinators are sent their national director to
surprised by the enthusiastic conduct the presentation, which
response from women who we weren't expecting . . . it's
have signed up already for rush very rare."
Another influential factor
for Tri Delta.
"We were anticipating about included the sorority's ability to
150 women, but 90 have already furnish and fund the sorority
signed up" Kathleen Sheehan, house next to Sigma Kappa on
graduate assistant in charge of Greek Row, which is in need of
decoration.
Greek Life, said.
The house was formerly
Rush sign-ups began last
occupied by
week and will ^_^__^_^__
the Chi Phi
remain open
fraternity.
until Nov. 20.
Tri Delta,
Each sororwith
130 colleity gave an
giate chapters
hour-long preand 240 alumsentation to
nae chapters
the expansion
nationwide, is
committee
one of the
>>
that shared
largest nationinformation
al sororities.
about its orgaThe sorority
Kathleen
Sheehan
nization. In
will
hold a
graduate
assistant
of
Greek
Life
addition to
"colonization
committee"
members, five members from rush" instead of a traditional,
each on-campus sorority formal rush due to having no
attended the presentations and initiated members at JMU to
filled out comment cards with conduct the process.
Tri Delta's rush will be much
positive and negative aspects of
shorter
than formal rush —
having each sorority come to
only
three
days in comparison
JMU.
to
the
usual
six — and will be
Concerning Tri Delta, Clark
Said; "There were a lot of pros run by local collegiate members

We were anticipating about 150
women, but 90
have already
signed up.

OOfi Avu-

and national representatives
from Tri Delta.
Rush events for Tri Delta
will be Nov. 21 to 23. Beginning
Nov. 21, Tri Delta representatives will present general information regarding the sorority
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in Taylor
Hall, rm. 233.
"We've encouraged girls
who aren't sure that they want
to rush to come out to the first
session, especially since it will
be free," Sheehan said.
The sorority's national executive directors will live in the
house for the first year to assure
that Tri Delta gets off to a strong
start.
Once initiated, Tri Delta
members can reside in their
house as early as next semester.
Typically, all sororities are
required to have every space
filled in their house, but this
won't be the case for Tri Delta
initially.
■'
"It's not going to be required
for them to fill the house, but its
going to be 'encouraged,"
Sheehan said.
The most recent addition toGreek Life was the Alpha Phi
Alpha sorority six years ago.
see TRI DELTA page 5
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Residence halls take on-, off-campus
students 'around the world' in four hours
by Lisa Rosato
staffwriter
Students can travel the globe without
leaving campus during the "Around the
World" program in on-campus residence
halls Monday.
This is the fits*'yebr of the program .
where on- and off-campus students can
experience 24 different countries in one .
night. Each residence hall except .
Fredrickson Hall will turn its TV lounge
into a country of its choice.
"The goal of this program is to promote
diversity [within the communiiyj," Bryan
Buser, program coordinator, said. "We
think it is the biggest diversity program
because it is campus^wide."
Buser said he and co-coordinator
Valerie Bolen encouraged residence halls
to contact the International Student Office
for help with their programs.
Liz Heavner, executive secretary at ISO,
said, "(The international] students would
be happy to help them out [and] share various parts about their culture with others."
Residence halls can also contact
Multicultural Student Services for help.
"Students from other countries are very
interested because it will give them an
opportunity to share their experiences
with others," Bolen said.
On the night of the event, students can
pick up a brochure in their TV lounges
about activities in each residence hall and a
passport to be stamped as they visit each
country.

Hall Council members will set up displays in the residence hall lounges, including various statistics about each country's
cultural clothing, music and food. From 7
to 8 p.m. students can roam freely from
dorm to dorm, and from 8 to 10 p.m. each
dorm will have two-hour interactive programs where students cart learn more
deeply about choice cultures.
. From 10 to 11 p.m. students can go to
the:ernbassy — location still undetermined
— and redeem their passports for prizes
depending on the number of countries
they vjsited.
Prizes will be mostly gift certificates for
off-campus restaurants and for on-campus
. dining services, Bolen said.
Some students said they are Interested
in participating in the program and diversity is not stressed enough on campus.
Freshman Trisha Graziano, said, "I
think 1 would go. It sounds like an interesting program. There is a need to accentuate
diversity on this campus."
Freshman Matt Conrad agreed.
"There is a definite need to teach about
diversity fat JMU]. I'll be there/' he said.
Other students are concerned the program hasn't been publicized enough.
Junior Damarius Heming said, "If there
is something to catch students' eyes, I
think they will go."
Sophomore Shecorie Conley said student response will depend on advertisement of the program. "If students know
about it [and] are interested they might
go," she said.

Senate

Uisit the following
L countries at these
dorms:
•McGraw-Long Hall
is representing
Puerto Rico and
will teach merengue
dancing to student
participants.
•Ikenberry Had turns
into England foe tea
time.
•Logan Hall will *
represent France
and will provide
a French cafe and
opera singers for its
visitors.

Israel, the United States. China and Italy will also
be represented.
THOMAS SCMMgraphics editor

Getting money from outside

continued from page 3

JMU attempts to secure government projects

SCs^K
At the meeting:
• Senate chose Commuter Sen. Chris Marchant as the new Senate Pro Tempoie.
"I have a lot of good ideas and will hopefully put them them into effect," he said.
"We've been very productive, and I hope we can keep it up."
• Guest speaker Honor Council President Kevin Chamberlin was at the meeting to
represent the Honor Council. Students aware of a Honor Code violation should report
it to Honor Council first, he said.
• Sophomore President Chris Drunsic repqrted, the police relations panel's first meeting was very successful.
The police seemed very sincere, Drunsic said. He emphasized police can walk into
an on-campus fraternity and break up a party. When police show up to a party it is
usually due to a complaint.
• Building and grounds committee member Sen. Peter Swerdzewski announced steps
to make campus safer. New lights will be installed around the lake and more lights
will be installed in the village area. Some bushes will be trimmed also as a measure of
safety. }

Tri Delta
continued from page 3

Other sororities currently on campus
are looking forward to having another
chapter.
Delta Gamma President Barbara
Blanset said, "All of the sororities are very
excited to have Delta Delta Delta colonize
at JMU.
"With consistently increasing rush
numbers, expansion has become a necessity. Tri Delta has strong nationals and a
great deal of support in the area from
alumnae and nearby collegiate chapters,"
Blanspt said

Alpha Sigma Alpha president Danby
Snodgrass shared similar views, adding,
"We're really excited about [Tri Delta colonization). We are willing to helpNthem if
there's anything they need — especially
when they get new members."
Tri Delta was founded in 1888 at
Boston University. Women who are interested in rushing have until Nov. 20 to sign
up in Taylor 233.
Any questions con be answered by Kathleen
Sheehan x7893, and Annie Lou Bayly at
x78X?

by Jonathan Kennedy
contributing writer
JMU is working to forge
partnerships with federal
and state agencies so Integrated Science and Technology majors can gain
practical experience while
the university also brings in
money through these programs.
Ne"w programs that
look to provide more opportunities for economic
and educational development include the Virginia
Center for Innovative Technology, a state agency.
The center is looking to
give Integrated and Science
and Technology students a
chance to work with Virginia high schools to devel-'
op experiments for NASA
concerning the launch of
the Orion rocket.
NASA Research Institute for Space Education is
a program that offers JMU
and area high school students an opportunity to
partake in developing,
launching and then retrieving a "payload" capsule
begin this year.
James Barnes, director
of NASA RISE, said the

high schools and colleges
who would work in conjunction with the NASA
RISE payload program will
be named later this week.
John Noftsinger, special
assistant to the president
for economic development,
said JMU is also planning
to work with the National
Science Foundation in a
project that would provide
JMU with grants of nearly
$500,000 per year for three
years while working with
community colleges and
small businesses.
NSF is an independent
U.S. government agency
who encourages science
and engineering in higjier
education through programs that vest over $3.3
billion pej year in close to
20,000 research and education projects.
Barnes said, "It provides
real world experience to
apply in the classroom and
joint research opportunities
for faculty."
Noftsinger shared those
sentiments. "The important
thing is that it [federal programs] provides students
with the chance to get state
of the art, real world expenence, he said. "It also

allows the JMU faculty the
opportunity to stay current.
These programs facilitate
jobs to students and help
build the economy of the
region."
With the Humanitarian
Demining Project already
underway, the office of
research and economic
development officials hopes that bringing more projects to the university will
be a productive endeavor.
In the last year, ISAT
students produced videos
and other materials that
will help in the safe
removal of landmines in
ravaged, war-torn foreign
countries.
"From an institutional
standpoint, we are all
pleased with the [deminingj program," Noftsinger
said. "It's a model for what
we want to do with other
programs in the near
future."
Joel Lokey, deputy to
the head of the demining
project, said, "The project
provides hands-on training
for students in a real-world
crisis. It's really an untapped resource that includes
awareness and prevention
-IdrdeaffisT."" "
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SUNDAY, NOV. 16 thru SATURDAY, NOV.

nucr

Bus:

Sunday 11/16

Wednesday 11/19

Tuesday 11/18

Monday 11/17

±^i;cin

more!

Friday 11/21

Thursday 11/20

Oatmeal. Scrambled Eggs
Sausage Pally
French Toast
Com Chowder
Roast Beef /Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli, Cinnamon Apples
Danish
Noodle Romanoff

Vegetarian Chili
Beef & Bean Burrito
Enchilada Sauce
Chicken Nuggets
Baked Beans
California Medley
Italian Green Beans

Garden Vegetable Soup
French Dip Sandwich
Chicken /Biscuit Casserole
Seasoned Potato Wedges
Peas
Cauliflower

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Spaghetti Casserole
Garden Quiche
Corn
Green Beans
Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle Soup
Sloppy Joe Sandwich
Wing Dings
Macaroni & Cheese
Broccoli
Stewed Tomatoes

New England Clam Chowder
Fish Sandwich
NachoBar
Spanish Rice
Scandinavian Mixed
Vegetables
Italian Green Beans

Pinto Enchiladas

Mexican Casserole

Vegetarian Sloppy Joe

Nacho Bar Vegetarian Chili

Vegetarian Burrito

Country Style Steak
Country Cream Gravy
Vegetarian Lasagna
Rice
Cauliflower
Peas Jr. Mushrooms

Honey Dijon Chicken
Popcorn Shrimp
Au Gratin Potatoes
Broccoli
Com

Turkey Cutlet
w/ Copenhagen Sauce
Beef Sirloin Tips
Noodles
Carrots
Lima Beans

Cajun Chicken
Pins
Rice
Sugar Snap Peas
Orange Glazed Beets

Chicken Parmesan
Beef Stew / Biscuit
Rotimi / Tomato Herb Sauce
Peas & Carrots .
Italian Mixed Vegetables

Roast Sirloin
Scampi with Pasta
Rosemary Red Potatoes
Broccoli
Glazed Carrots

Savory Rice A Spinach Bake

Baked Four Bean Casserole

Cheese Pizza

Baked Rice w/ Beans and
Vegetables

Felafels

L -Cta" Nuggets

Saturday 11/22
Grits / Scrambled Eggs
Sausage / French Toast
Garden Vegetable Soup
Batter Fried Chicken Strips
Pork BBQ
Macaroni and Cheese
Southern Gree» Beans
Carrots in Cranberry Sauce

WontonSoup
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Meatball Sub
Rice
Vegetarian Egg Rolls
Green Beans
Polynesian Carrots
Vegetarian Egg Rolls

FALL SPECIAL ~ NO COUPON NEEDED!

f TOPPING LARGE PIZZA

ONLY $6.50
CASH SALES ONLY!
SORRY! - DINING DOLLARS, DD GOLD * FLEX
MAY NOT BE USED WITH THIS PROMOTION
CALL STORE FOR DETAILS

sung to the tune of

aimglV Pells

value voucher

We have jobs! We have jobs!

$1 OFF
ANY
PURCHASE
Inform operator at tii » off order

\A/e have jobs that pay!
Stop by Dining Services
and apply for one...

Present voucher to driver

No cash value

May not be combined with any other
discounts or otters, including the
S6.S0 Fall Special promotion

Earn money for the holidays.
A variety of positions,

EXPIRES DEC. 5, 1997

flexible schedules,
social activities and more!
■

See a manager, now don't delay,
come see what we have in store!

&'■s value voucher

^

1^* °>
I^P3'"

.50 OFF
ANY PURCHASE

Present voucher to cashier ~ No cash value
May not be combined with any
^331312230^
other discounts or offers
DlNiWC

EXPIRES DEC. 5, 1997

Wages starting at $5.64 per hour!
tfiamai \\i* llfcriiavkfid UMl 8<?'-TQQI oriT :zfcoqZ

i-ttddoJ 1i /el

.
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Shower Standing
A shower is preferred to a bath, even when time is not a
factor, by 84 percent of men and 54 percent of women.
How men vs. women prefer to face in the shower:

THURSDAY

Hen

13

* EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,5-6:30 p.m.
Details: Liz, x7877.
# Fellowship and dinner, Wesley Foundation, 5:30 p.m.
Details: Ben, 434-3490.
♦ Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, BSU Center, 530 p.m. Details: BSU Center,
434-6822.

*

*

• NAACP meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,7 pm
• New Life Singers, Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m. Details:
Ben, 434-3490.
* Photographer Kevin Russell presents "Out of the
Shadows of Borneo: Voices of the Rainforest," Zane
Showker Hall, rm. 705,7:30 p.m.

Face the water

■

Back to water
Stand sideways |

* Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ,
UREC, Multi-Activity Center, 7:45 p.m.
"ft The Battle of the DJ's, sponsored by WXJM and Asian
Students Union, PC Ballroom, 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
* Student Dance Concert, presented by the School of
Theatre and Dance, Godwyi Flail, rm. 355,8 pjn, r trilMM
* Religious DiMi&ton, presented by Muslim ^Indents f J' •
Association, Taylor.Hali, rm. 309,8 p.m. Details: Shabana,
433-7923.
.l{.
* Bible study, Wesley Foundation, 8:15 p.m. Details: Ben,

434-3490

;' j

* Boy Wonder performs at the Artful Dodger/8:30'p.i
dger/8:30 p.m

FRIDAY
it Rosary group, sponsored by Catholic Campus
Ministry, CCM House, 7:15 a.m. and 10:15 a.m. Details:
Kara, 433-5340.
• Getting a Teaching Position, presented by Teacher
Education Services, Roop Hall, rm. 327,1:30 p.m.
* Cluster One Revisited: The Cluster One Packages,
Moody Lounge, 2:30-4 p.m.
it Universal Precautions Training, presented by Teacher
Education Services, Burruss Hall, rm. 44,4 p.m.
it Bible study, sponsored by Baptist Student Union, BSU
Center, 7 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 434-6822.

SATURDAY

15

* Mass, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 6 p.m. Details:
Christine, 574-0534.
• Harvest Dance, sponsored by Baptist Student Union,
BSU Center, 9 p.m.-l a.m. Details: BSU Center, 434-6822.

SUNDAY

16

♦ Mass, sponsored by CCM, Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. Details: Christine, 574-0534.
♦ Sunday Supper, sponsored by CCM, CCM House,
6:30 p.m. Details: Kara, 433-5340.

♦ Contemporary worship service, Wesley Foundation,
7 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490.
Send Duke Days information in writing
to Andi Metzler,
assistant news editor,
The Breeze, Gl Anthony-Seeger
MSC 6805 JMU
Harrisonburg, VA 22807, drop it off at The Breeze, or
fax it to 568-6736.

| DorXt knoy

Source: USA jbdiy
THOMAS SCALAJgraphics editor

Available next spring: Japanese clickers
controlled by user's brain wave flickers

Virginia Tech president will hire VP for
minority affairs to handle campus racism

TOKYO, Japan — Tired of reaching for the remote
control every time to surf the channels? Help is on the
way — at a price.
A Japanese company plans to market a device that
changes television channels and activates household
appliances at the flicker of a brain wave. The price:
roughly $4,800.
The product, called the Mind Control Tool Operating
System, or MCTOS, is the result of a collaboration
between the Technos Japan Co. and the Himeji Institute
of Technology in southwestern Japan.
Say a person wants to turn on the air conditioner.
They simply focus on that icon on the MCTOS computer
display menu while wearing a pair of beta-wave trapping
goggles.
Then, according to Technos spokesman Sadahiro
Ushitani, the person says something like "Ei!!" inside
their head. Soon the air conditioner will be pumping cool
air into the room.
Any strong mental affirmation triggers a brain signal
that the goggles then intercept and feed to MCTOS' main
computer. The computer then activates the chosen
machine.
"You can't just stare at the icon," said Ushitani. "You
have to consciously send out a positive impulse."
Other items on the display menu include lighting,
stereo and electric bed controls. The menu can be
expanded depending on what electrical goods are in the
room.
Ushitani also believes the device can help in the
nursing of the5bedridden and paralyzed.
MCTOS is scheduled to go on sale in April 1998.
—AP/newsfinder news service

BLACKSBURG — Virginia Tech President Paul
Torgerseh has^acknowledged a problem with campus
racism and said the school will hire a vice president for
minority affairs to deal with such matters.
"It saddens and discourages me more than I can tell
you that there are those in this community who think that
it is either humorous or acceptable to send a blatantly
racist e-mail or to yell obscene names at other students or
engage in deliberate cruelty," Torgersen said Monday
night at a rare open forum on campus.
Torgersen's comments related to several incidents. Six
weeks ago, a student sent members of a campus fraternity
an e-mail that characterized blacks as welfare recipients,
thieves, and "V.D. spreaders."
White students reportedly have shouted racial epithets
at blacks this fall, and anti-gay graffiti has been found on
dormitory bathroom walls.
Those problems were aggravated recently when
students in a history course discovered evidence that two
prominent Virginia Tech graduates from a century ago
were founding members of a Ku Klux Klan chapter at the
school.
Claudius Lee, for whom a campus dorm is named, and
O.M. Stull, who coined the school nickname "Hokie,"
were listed as Klan members in the 18% yearbook.
Speaking before more than 200 students and faculty
members, Torgersen said racial problems are common
across society, but they "should not be tolerated/ and I
will do all that I can to see that they come to an end."
Torgersen said the university would begin a national
search for a vice president to deal with minority affairs
and diversity issues like black faculty recruitment.
—AP/newsfinder news service

Prsvisw

Coming soon to The Breeze. . .

News: Grade inflation — part two of a three-part series
Sports: The 1997-'98 JMU basketball supplement
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Carrier's tenure has shown dedication Rose supported by students and
toJMU; we will welcome his return faculty; should have presidents office
— Kelley M. Blassingame

— Lindsay Czarniak
Throughout his term as president of JMU, Ronald
Carrier has shown continuous dedication to the welfare of our school. After nearly 26 years in office, he
continues to press on. Temporarily stepping down from
office earlier this academic year, Carrier has turned to
Executive Vice President Linwood Rose to step into his
shoes until Jan. 1. They are hard shoes to fill.
Carrier has taken the initiative to to
pursue fundraising for JMU. He
knows that in order to keep
excelling and expanding as a university, more money is needed. He
has taken a six-month leave for
full-time fundraising. According
to some of the praises sung by
Carrier's colleagues, he has what it
takes to meet his goal of a $100 million for JMU.
When Carrier became president in 1971,
Russel Weaver, rector of the Board of Visitors, said Carrier
is "a man of integrity, a scholar and a gentleman and one
of the most outstanding administrators and educators in
the South," according to an article in the Nov. 20, 1970
Breeze. These serve as credentials for an exceptional president — a man who is willing to do whatever it takes to
fulfill his fundraising goals.
If temporarily leaving his position to benefit the university isn't enough to make him admirable, let us be
reminded of JMU's growth since Carrier stepped into
office. The number of students has dramatically increased,
as well as the number of departments and department
size. The Integrated Science and Technology program is
one of many examples of Carrier's dedication to JMU's
excellence.
Although Rose appears to be holding his own as acting
president, Carrier's return in January will be well worth
the wait.
Lindsay Czarniak is a sophomore SMAD major.

If the decision were up to me, JMU's President would
be our not-so-Acting President Linwood Rose. We all
know Rose is the man of JMU's future. Carrier didn't
seem enthusiastic about coming back, in the Oct. 23 issue
of The Breeze.
Why not just give Rose the title and let Carrier
raise money full-time? Rose has been supported
from day one. The word "motivational" was
used to describe his address to faculty
last August, according to the Aug.
25 issue of The Breeze. When was the
last time Carrier motivated the faculty?
Rose has won over students as
well. His idea of a good leader "is a
servant to those he or she leads,"
according to the Aug. 25 issue of The
Breeze. Wait a minute. Did he say he wanted
to serve us? Until now, few students were familiar with that concept. Rose makes us feel like we have an
advocate.
He seems to care about keeping us informed as well.
He spoke with four business fraternities Oct. 1 about
Carrier's fundraising efforts. He said JMU needed more
money because it couldn't "grow anymore without sacrificing your education," according to the Oct. 6 issue of The
Breeze.
He even opened the floor to students' questions after
his speech, something Carrier didn't do when he
addressed faculty last March, according to the March 13
issue of The Breeze. We're not used to the administration
answering students' questions, but it's long overdue. The
fact that Rose listens to us is a welcome change.
Carrier is scheduled to have the fundraising bug out of
his system by Jan. 1. Hopefully, the new year will bring
with it a new JMU President
Kelley M. Blassingame is a junior SMAD major and the
opinion editor.

Dart...
A "we're-not-all-as-deaf-as-you-are" dart to the
girl who blasted the volume on the TV in the Warren
Hall lounge despite that it had been turned down due
to complaints.
Sent in by students who think if you want to watch
TV at full blast, you should do it at home.

Pat.,.
A "you-saved-my-workout" pat to Kirsten, Megan
and Tom at UREC for keeping the 6:45 a.m. Cycle
Reebok class next semester.
Sent in by the three students who actually like to
workout that early in the morning and are glad they
can continue to do so.

Bart...
A "shut-the-@#!*-up" dart to the obnoxious girl
who sits in the last row of my psychology class and
never stops running her mouth.
Sent in by a student whose grade depends on the
professor's lectures, not your rambling.

Pat...
An "I-owe-you-a-big-one" pat to the person who
found my wallet and returned it to me with
everything left in it.
Sent in by student who is grateful for your honesty
and wishes there were more students like you.

Dart...
A "please-take-a-shower" dart to a resident who
lives in Wampler Hall and has subjected an entire
floor of residents to his foul odor.
Sent in by Wampler residents who want to live
where they can breathe fresh air.

Editorial Policy

Kristen Heiss . . . editor
Laura L. Wade . . . managing editor
Kelley M. Blassingame . . . opinion editor

reeze
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Letters to the editor should he no more than 500 words, columns should he no more
than 800 words, and both will he published on a space available HISK They must he
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Pat...
A "you're-wonderful" pat to Betty at D-hall for
greeting us with a warm smile every day.
Sent in by three guys whose day brightens even
iftfqiftitaMirdlPtotfed d li feilsd iuo 96W ll .%ritt*im
olrtil oot nr.rft noiMIMtb rfoum ooJ i&nr.
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Even in outer space, (ideological) war is hell
At the beginning of this year there
was a brief stir over Milos
Forman's movie "The People vs.
Larry Flynt." Feminists, especially, were
steamed over the way the picture championed Flynt, the publisher of Penthouse
magazine, as a First Amendment hero. As
much as I despise
what Flynt publishes, I liked the
movie and even
accepted its primary argument A
free society needs
people like Larry
Flynt,
people
seemingly unrestrained by taste
or piety, to show us how far our most precious freedom of speech extends.
To link filmmaker Paul Verhoeven to
Flynt is much easier since the debacle surrounding his repugnant 1995 flop
"Showgirls." But Verhoeven was Flynt's
spiritual cousin long before Verhoeven
began his American film career, which
started so promisingly with 1987's sci-fi
parody "RoboCop" and the more mainstream but mordantly funny "Total
Recall." Blackly comic science fiction is
Verhoeven's bag, baby. His new movie,
"Starship Troopers," is quintessential
Verhoeven: subversive, prurient, violent,
mercilessly funny. Brain candy? This
movie is brain heroin. I loved it.
So it was with a heavy heart and a gap-

ing maw that I read Stephen Hunter's
essay on the Style page of Tuesday's
Washington Post condemning "Starship
Troopers" as "Nazi to the core." Hunter is
one of the best film critics/essayists
around. He makes a strong case that the
far-future fascist Utopia depicted in the
film is the
product of
some alternate universe
in which the
Thousand
Year Reich
lasted more
— Chris Klimek
than just 12
years.
I have
seen Carrier Library's 90-minute edit of
Nazi propagandist Leni Riefienstahl's
'Triumph of the Will," a film lauded for its
technical superiority and abhorred for its
ideas. But that film did not tap at the door
of my imagination the way the Robert A.
Heinlein novel "Starship Troopers" did
when I was 11, and the movie did when I
was 21. I want desperately to dismiss
Hunter's admittedly well-reasoned conclusions, or at least to know why I have what
amounts to a fascist love song in my
dream-space.
Much escapist entertainment screams
out to be interpreted in this way, of course.
It is possible to enjoy a James Bond film
despite the certainty its hero hates women;
I can still love "Die Hard" because I choose

Snake Oil

to ignore that Reagan-era flick's contempt
for professional women, foreigners and the
media. "Star Wars," to say nothing of most
superhero comics, is almost as ripe for fascist inferences as "Starship Troopers."
More impotantly, the movie's suspect
politics are for the most part Heinlein's.
What differs is the tone. Heinlein's book
was staunchly right-wing, while
Verhoeven's adaptation is . . . well, it's
hard to say. He punctuates his movie with
several newsreel-type interludes seemingly based, on American World War H-era
propaganda. These bits are played for
laughs, at once mocking both the fictional
society of the film and the American
wartime society of the early 1940s.
Alas, these scenes clash wildly with the
gung-ho brio of the battle sequences.
While clearly not an anti-war film, the
movie owes its gory depictions of human
suffering to Verhoeven's own horrid memories of growing up during WW II. Even
though the visual effects people spare no
effort to show us the horrors of war, the
film actually celebrates it, as Hunter notes
in his essay. So is the movie making fun of
fascism or in love with it?
Amazingly, Hunter leaves out the most
damning evidence of the latter possibility
— that the movie's Anglo protagonist,
Johnny Rico, was Juan Rico, a Filipino, in
the novel.
It wouldn't be the first time a
Hollywood producer changed a minority
character into a white male to increase a

movie's commercial potential. But taken in
the context of Verhoeven's other artistic
choices, it is a chilling development.
For the record, I don't believe that good
satire need necessarily confine itself to one
precisely selected victim. Indeed, the messages contained in almost any installment
of "Doonesbury" or "The Simpsons" are
similarly contradictory.
Next, I reject the suggestion that
Verhoeven is simply motivated by greed,
on the grounds that his films would be
more commercial if he stripped them of his
prurient vision. "Showgirls" could have
been edited to receive an R rating instead
of the NC-17 rating that automatically shut
it out of many markets. Likewise,
"Starship Troopers" would take in more
cash if it emulated its dumber cousin,
"Independence Day,"and toned down the
violence in order to get a PG-13 rating.
Verhoeven may be a pornographer,
sadomasichistically driven to shock his
audience, but he is no mere bean-counter.
He fanicies himself an artist, and he's not
entirely wrong. Perhaps that is why I am
compelled to defend him, even when his
film truly does seem to endorse a worldview I find reprehensible on every level.
So what can a poor boy do? Watch —
or rum off — the movie, I suppose, and be
grateful that Verhoeven is after nothing
more sinister than my $7.50.
Gin's Klimek is a senior English and mass
communication double major.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SGA committed to serving students;
limiting funding visits in their interest
To the Editor:

David Brinkley once said that a successful person is
one who can lay a firm foundation with the bricks that
others throw at him or her. It seems the Student
Government Association has been collecting bricks for
quite some time now, and it is finally up to us to build our
own foundation with the accusations and charges that
appeared in Monday's issue of The Breeze.
It is time to establish the position of SGA as a studentoriented organization committed to its goal to better serve
students. Yes, SGA passed a bill limiting the number of
times studerft groups can petition the senate for funds.
However this rule has been in place for over four years in
an effort to protect student groups, not hurt them.
The SGA contingency fund is a limited allocation of
student fees designed to aid as many groups as possible
throughout the year. It exists to help all 20O-plus organizations at JMU. The problem is, there simply isn't enough
money to adequately serve all of these groups.
Due to this problem, the two-visit limit was initiated to
ensure fair allocation across the board. It was decided neither in haste nor in poor judgment. Rather, it was an
attempt to continue utilizing the resources we have been
charged to allocate in the most fair and equitable manner.
I'd like to move on to the issue of U.S. history and the
General Education Program. Originally, the Senate passed
a resolution stating that U.S. history should be a mandatory requirement for all students under GenEd.
When this resolution came before the executive board
the following evening, the decision to discuss it further
was made by not only the executive board, but by strong
supporters and opponents of the resolution. Thus, the resolution was given more discussion at the next Senate
meeting. It was our belief it is better to assert an opinion
after too much discussion than too little.
In closing, I would like to address the'most valuable

goal of SGA this year, and that is to meet students' needs
on a more pro-active level than ever before. I am confident
this year that the strides taken thus far are in the right
direction. SGA currently possesses some of the most diligent, committed and unique students present on this campus, and I refuse to let their efforts go unnoticed.
.
Further progress isn't possible without student input; I
invite you to attend Senate meetings, which are held every
Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the Highlands Room in Warren
Campus Center.
April Roberts
SGA president

SGA interested in helping their resumes
not students, apathetic to needs
To the Editor:

I applaud Monday's house editorial in The Breeze for its
justified criticism of the Student Government Association,
possibly better titled the "Student Apathy Association."
Perhaps the most glaring failure of the current SGA is its
lack of leadership in dealing with our horrendous new
General Education Program.
I find it intolerable that SGA has been meeting since
early September yet has remained virtually silent on all
aspects of GenEd. They haven't even taken steps to have
the administration explain the new program to SGA,
much less the student body.
After doing research on GenEd, its shortfalls are shocking. However, more disturbing have been some of the senators' reactions to my constant probing of what current
action SGA has taken on GenEd.
Many senators I talked to have not taken time to
research GenEd and its implications for JMU. One senator
even told me to stop "pressing" GenEd because SGA has
more "important" matters to deal with. Like what? T-shirt
designs and whether to have peach yogurt at D-hall?
Of th past four years, this year's SGA is by far the mud

out of touch with student concerns. There was finally a
meaningful bill on the SGA floor last month that could
have sent a substantial message to the Board of Visitors. It
dealt with a proposal for a U.S. history requirement at
JMU. Despite that it passed by an overwhelming majority,
the SGA Executive Board felt the simple six-sentence bill
was too vague and sent it back ensuring it would not
receive the two-thirds needed to override the veto.
I was told some College Republicans and College
Democrats are working to inform students of the pitfalls
of GenEd. These students achieved something SGA has
failed to do: get a meeting with the administration to have
the meaning and intent of GenEd explained to them.
It speaks volumes that members of two different ideologies can come together and pressure the administration
for a meeting on this subject, while SGA has failed to ask
basic questions about the program and its impact on every
JMU student's degree.
It seems as if most senators are more concerned with
padding their resumes than doing anything they were
elected to db. Quite frankly, after sitting through three
SGA meetings, I see little use for its existence. I did not
vote for my senator so he could fight over T-shirt designs.
It seems the Greek senators, in particular, care more about
getting funding for their various social events than doing
anything productive with the two hours they spend in
meetings every Tuesday evening.
Furthermore, it appears the executive board cares more
about staying in the good graces of the administration.
The executive board members should stop worrying
about pleasing the administration and start working for
student concerns. One senator informed me to stop bothering SGA because it "was not the voice of the students."
Perhaps the discussion about student apathy should start
with the source: the Student Government Association.
Jason Redding
senior
management
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Leadenship Education And Deoelopmenf

PC BALLROOM

CneaCe yocin Qtxm desefrey.

Spuing Pnoflnaros include:
~76un&cUut,

%M.

13, t997

t

=*^k^e Mondays3*00p.m.
Discouen leadensbfp cufCbfn flwoups.

Sponsored by:

Asian Student Union & WXJM

^^M1P|,0||[ Tuesdays 7-9:00 p.m.
Explone youn ouon leadensbfp style.

~$3 Admission

S2!£3g§!£ Wednesdays (J:30-8j50 p.m.
Acquire skills of leadensbfp in technology.

Room 1: Techno and Dance
Room 2: Hip Hop and Freestyle

Fon mone fnf onmaCfon
ufsft the Madison Leadensbfp Centen
fn Taylon 20$, on call us at x(5B42.

What Has SGA Done For Us Lately*?
according to 77z£ Breeze not much let's take a closer look...
• A police Relations Panel made up of 20 students has been established which will meet monthly with Harrisonburg
and JMU police to discuss and solve problems between students and police.
• An Ad Hoc Committee has been established to revamp the current SGA elections process to make it more democratic
in nature.
• The SGA Booksale provided an outlet for students to sell and buy textbooks at cheaper rates than they might find
elsewhere.
• The Student Services Committee has been actively working with administration to solve problems involving postal
services, changes in the bus schedules, on-campus TV reception, et al.
• The SGA has advertised and communicated with Clubs and Organizations more this year than ever before by
sending out a monthly Calendar of Events and imormation on how to contact the Pinanco Committee for funding
requests.
• The Pood Services Committee has been meeting weekly with Dining Services managers to provide better quality
food across campus and more variety at D-Hall.
• The Legislative Action Committee will be lobbying in Washington D.C. tomorrow on important student issues like
student loans and the Direct Lending Program.
IN THE WORKS
• The Multicultural Committee is planning an open panel discussion on diversity issues at JMU on Wednesday,
Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. in Wilson Hall.
• The Student Services Committee isi working
to have change machines placed inii><>ui,u,
Mr. Chips.
.»>nBVOnh& 9ViJBiu"jsq* 6 zShon9vo ISBPI nisnsjiiu
„.£.. ._ ...,„,.
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,
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donH erase demands readers remember
don't
don't erase me
Carolyn Ferrel
Houghton Mifflin, 163 pp, $20

"proper library," is told in the voice of
Lorrie, a 14-year-old black boy dealing
with his homosexuality. He takes care of
younger siblings and his cousin's illegitiCarolyn Ferrell's first book, don't erase mate child and finds escape with a secret
me, is a collection of black voices — lover, Rakeem. Lorrie is a gentle and lost
not anything so ordered as a cho- young person, trying, along with the rest
rus, but eight distinct voices linked by of the characters in the book, to save his
what seems to be a common hopelessneSs. own identity, to not be "erased."
All the voices but two are women's; each is
The second work in the collection,
strong, honest and shocking. This is not a "country of the spread out god," moves
beautiful book, but there are furtive back and forth between the voices of
moments of beauty. Ferrell
Tammy and her
has created a series of narraonce-lover Rob.
tives that are self-aware but
The disparity in
not self-conscious.
their narratives
Ferrell's writing suggests
reveals the extreme
early roots in poetry even
differences in their
though her appearances in
wants and conanthologies (including The
— Cara Modisett cerns.
Best American Short Stories
Tammy comand Children of the Night,)
municates a comhave been only in prose. Her work mon desire in Ferrell's women characters:
reminds one of the desperation of Toni the need to know her lover cares for her by
Morrison and the confrontational blunt- making him angry enough to physically
ness of Lucille Clifton, but also the playful hurt her.
rhythms of Nikki Giovanni. Beyond that,
Tammy, like other characters in the
Ferrell firmly occupies her own literary book, echoes herself in refrains. "I rememniche. Whether Ferrell writes in street ber good," she tells herself and her mother
slang, Southern drawl or Jamaican dialect, over and over, trying to remind herself of
her characters' language is convincing. For moments of joy.
the most part, her stories are set in the
Rob's narrative turns words as many of
inner city.
the book's narratives do: "Don't misbeThe first short story in the collection, lieve me," or "I fascinate my eyes on her."

From the
Stacks

ERA S E

me
stories

carolyn
yerrell
COURTESY HOUGHTON MIFFLIN

Carolyn Ferrel finds poetry in poverty in
her first book don't erase me.
Other stories in the book are told by
younger voices and populated by other
worlds of characters. In one story, "can
you say my name?" two best friends
decide to become "mothers in school." In
another story, "tiger-frame glasses," Glory,
once a brilliant student, struggles with
reality after being severely beaten by her
classmates.

'Troopers' fires off mindless good time
by Brent Bowles
staff writer
The Bugs are invading and if s time to enlist! Giant
insectoid aliens ravage Buenos Aires! We're smarter
and better equipped than they are, so do your duty
and sign up for Federal Service! Do you want to know
more? Then check out "Starship Troopers," director Paul
Verhoeven's deliriously violent, outrageously entertaining
thrill ride that delivers eye-rolling cliches and curious politics alongside some amazing visual effects.

Two other stories deal with mixed-race
marriages (white wife, black husband) and
the effects on children. Twelve-year-old
Hannah narrates "wonderful teen," in
which she, her siblings and her mother
have moved out of their abusive father's
house. "It's not that love's blind," says
Hannah's mother, "It's that, love closes
your eyes out of spite." The following
story, "miracle answer," involves a mixedrace family out of place in black suburbia.
The title story in the collection is the
strongest and most coherent in the book. It
is the one story which is consciously written by its protagonist, a woman diagnosed
with HTV. She writes for her children and
begins by listing her reasons for writing
ending with the challenge "Rebirth yourself."
The protagonist describes charaters
including Melody, a black woman who
received a college degree and subsequently went crazy, the white, blonde-haired
women working at the AIDS center who
can go "home at night and . . . switch off
the whole day" and her mother, who
throws her vitamin bottles on the floor.
Throughout the book, Ferrell connects
the stories at times, and it is in "don't erase
me" that we find out, with no warning,
that Lorrie (the protagonist in the first
story) has died. The nameless narrator
see ERASE page 13

7Hitdi't/<i6&Ud
MOVIE TRIVIA
Name the following:
•Title of the movie
•Charaeter(s) who said the quqte

R i: v i E vv

**•
Rising to the patriotic call, intrepid pretty-boy Johnny
Rico (Casper Van Dien) and his patently gorgeous high
school buddies head straight into service after graduation.
We watch them fight for respect from a brutal drill
sergeant, suffer through the torment of love in war, and
face anxiety and fear fighting for Earth's future.
What comes as the greatest shock is that all this hokey
melodrama is completely delightful. The movie is a success thanks to Verhoeven's energetic direction; he gleefully plows through Ed Neumeier's wiry script with blazing
action and over-the-top heroics, screaming practically at
the top of his lungs, "Yes I know this is the cheesiest thing
you've ever seen, but I dare you not to have a good time."
But other than finding creative ways to tear human
bodies to shreds, there's virtually nothing original about
"Starship Troopers." Loosely based on Robert A.
Heinlein's classic 19^9 science-fiction novel, the film is
wrought with every dramatic convention and romantic
cliche that adventure and war movies from "The Longest
Day" to "Fifjm Here to Eternity" have come up with.
"Starship Troopers" is camp at its finest, with
Verhoeven returning, albeit less succinctly, to the satiric
mode'of his 1987 masterpiece "RoboCop." Reinterpreting
the philosophical basis of Heinlein's work, Verhoeven
punctuates the film with propagandisric news reports,

PHOTO COURTESY TIPPET STUDIOS

Johnny Rico exterminates bugs in 'Starship Troopers.'
which seem to be intimating a fascist future world in
which "citizens" devote two years to their military and
"civilians" live lives of material worth. Unfortunately,
Verhoeven's message in "Starship Troopers," like the purported character study elements of "Showgirls," becomes
muddled; he knows what he wants to say, but can't articulate it fine enough to penetrate beyond the visceral kick of
the five hundred visual effects shots dropping the jaws of
the computer game, "Star Trek" geek set.
But ultimately the movie is a rousing action piece so
unabashedly in love with its own precocious heroism that
even the most gruesome violence is amusing spectacle.
Verhoeven's gory over-indulgences (decapitations, lost
limbs, bodies bumping against escape pods in the aftermath of space battles) only serve to make the Bugs an even
worse enemy. Realistically rendered through some amazing computer imagery (supervised by visual effects guru
Phil Tippett), the Bugs are so monstrous and creepy that
when our heroes spout uproarious things like "the bug
sucked his brains out," it's easy to accept such terrible
screen writing.
There are great visual effects in this $100 million space
adve/iture, which when coupled with ripe melodrama in
everything from acting to music, make Verhoeven's
uncertain Nazi overtones a speculative annoyance.
"Starship Troopers" is, simply put, a great time.

«T*»

It's like you said, Gills,
we're maniacs."
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SCALE OF DIFFICULTY.
One kernel Two kernels Three kernels Four kernels
Easy
Medium
Hard
Difficult
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Heishmah's
t_
BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.
State
I aspect in n

Station

• Alignment
• Brakes
• Shocks
• Batteries
• Tune-up
• Mufflers
• Fuel Savers

434-5935
E. Market at Furnace

Free 22oz Fountain
Drink w/purchase
of 12 inch MTO
Just Show JAC Card

Beside Papa John's

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Makina it easier everyday!

DO
NOT
MISS
OUT!
— in He
patkeHrtll

JMU Summer in London
Information Meeting
Interested in studying abroad in London for Summer 1998?
Come to the information meeting:

TODAY
Taylor 305
4-5 p.m.

%

uov. If
or

J+oliday
Gct/ide
h/ov. ?&

CALL 568-6127

■

•

-

Speak with past participants, Dr. Jean Cash (faculty member in residence),
and Professor Doug Kehlenbrink (the director of the London Program).

JMU Study Abroad Deadlines for Summer 1998, Fall 1998, and Spring 1999:
November 15—Early Admission (notification by Thanksgiving)
February 1-Regular Admission (notification by Spring Break)
•

'i

•
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'erase'
continued from page 11

describes watching Lorrie's
mother at his grave: "I get up to
leave. She doesn't rum to me. She
tries to adjust her knees, but the
mud has her stuck there, in that
one position, looking like a dizzy
angel, with her son."
It is these moments of sudden,
passing observation that impact
the reader and fill out the depths
of Ferrell's characters.
Though each of the narratives
seems to meander nowhere or
hopelessly downward, the final
story, "inside, a fountain" brings
the desperation of the book's
voices to a resolution in the voice
of an unnamed girl who appears
to be Bea, the daughter of the
white mother and black father in
"miracle answer."
Unexpectedly, the beginning
of her self-discovery, Bea's
reverse "erasure," occurs in
Germany, the home of her mother's family. Fulfillment does not
come about through unmarried
motherhood (as so many of
Ferrell's characters expect,)
through the love of a man,

through a return to African heritage or through the gaining of a
college degree.
Bea seems to speak for all the
narrators: "We all tried to feel the
right thing: I'm special and there
is something that can prove it."
For Bea, recognition of her self
comes with the befriending of her
German grandmother and the
sharing of a new language. She
tells the reader the first word she
learns: Kriegszeit, "wartime."
These are stories written in
wartime; they chronicle internal
and external struggles and offer
no clear solutions. Ferrell leaves
the reader with the sense of having passed through lives that
would otherwise have gone
unnoticed.
The strength of voice in
Ferrell's first collection promises
much. Somehow she manages to
find poetry of the impoverished,
unerasable voices in the constantly erased worlds of the marginal.
Cora Ellen Modisett has a B.A. in
English ('96) and is currently finishing
her bachelor's in music performance.

If you have a show,
let us know. Call
Breeze Style at x3846.

MF.GAN VWA.M staff photographer

Art Sale
The above works are part of a silent bid auction at Zirkle House. This event, which is one of
the major fundraisers for Zirkle House, features donated pieces. The auction runs until
Saturday and is open to the public. For more information call x6869.

Madison Scholar Lecture
College of Science and Mathematics

Leadership Education And Development
& The Madison Leadership Center

yg _Proudly Present: ^
Wetal Atom 0\:i«l2ilioii
■Co-si **t i «> ii 9*2

I^*ia«or* llrcams* Reaction
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Dr. TomDeVore
Madison Scholar for 1997-98
Chemistry D

Mr. Marvin Worthy
Associate Dean of Students Shippensburg
%. ^\
University

In
"Building Community"
PLEASE JOIN US FOR THIS INTERACTIVE
PRESENTATION FOCUSING ON BUILDING COMMUNITY
IN THE PLACES WE LIVE, LEARN, WORK AND PLAY!!!

3 p.m. in Miller Hall room G031
November 14,1997

Thursday, November 13,1997
6:30pm- 9:00pm Warren Hall Room 410
For more information & to RSVP please call Matt @6842
or the Madison Leadership Center @6538
li

-_. _. — — _
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FOCU
Saving the Earth O

MELISSA PALI.ADlNO/.vri7iiVir photographer

Foiled Again
EARTH has been after JMU Dining Services to
clean up its act and use recyclable takeout ,
containers for years. But when dining services did
it, health officials intervened. With a new option on
the table, the struggle continues.
By BRIAN MINTER
Why is this man naked?
. "I've been working on this
issue for a long time and it hasn't come into the public eye,"
senior Troy Farmer says. "If
it's going to get any public
scrutiny, I want people to notice it."
Farmer is a member of JMU EARTH
(Environmental Awareness and Restoration
Through our Help) and the issue in question is
that of disposable containers on campus. Students
who buy food at Mrs. Greens or Let's Go currently tote
that f<H)d away in a partitioned aluminum tray. A tray that
is disposable. Dining Services and the members of JMU
EARTH want to change that.
"We're trying to reduce disposables on campus," Farmer
said.
The first step in this process, is to get rid of those aluminum trays and replace them with reusable plastic ones.
EARTH thinks this alternative is possible. And they think
students want it to happen.
EARTH representatives say an informal survey of 487
students by EARTH at Let's Go revealed overwhelming
support for the idea of replacing disposable containers
with reusable ones. Provided, of course, that it is convenient to do so. The survey was conducted in October.
Rick Larson, dining service senior administrator, says,
"We have to make it convenient for people. If it's not convenient, people aren't going to use them."
Larson heads up the Reusable Task Group, a committee he put together to study the best way to get JMU to
stop using disposable materials and start using reusable
ones.

JENNIFE!

Senior EARTH member Troy Farmer gets down to his bare root;
implementation of reusable containers by Dining Services for t

MEME MCKEEJsiaff photographer

The entrance to Let's Go still bears a notice
concerning last year's policy on reusable containers.

It has not been easy so far.
"I don't know of any other food service in the country
that's doing this, or even willing to talk about it," Larson
says. "It's a big deal. But it's the little things mat are driving us crazy."
A number of problems exist that impede the implementation of a program like this one. One of the primary
difficulties is simple logistics. Where will these containers
go? Can they fit in dining facility dish washers? How easi-

°

JSON
Dne Meal at a Time
**■*
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ly can they be integrated into existing
like the one taken at Let's Go, and a petition signed by facadministration's pace. EARTH president Liz Abercombie
facilities?
ulty and students stating they feel the university should
says the group is frustrated by the slow pace of progress.
Kathy Landis, a supervisor at Let's
do
away with disposables on campus.
"Dining Services is working on the issue, but they're
Go, says, "I'm in favor of whatever's
"I don't think the pilot program is the highest priority on
beginning to think that students don't care, and we don't
more convenient for the students to get
their list," Farmer says. "It's been going too slowly and for
want them to think that," she says. "Students do care."
through and get their lunch."
too long. We want to make sure it gets done."
To show how much students care, EARTH has orgaLandis says she feels reusables are
For his part, Larson says he is working on the problem
nized several actions showing their support, including
better for the environment, and they
as fast as he can.
demonstrations at Board of Visitors meetings, surveys,
seem to be more popular
"I want to get this done just as bad as
as well.
anyone," he says. "Ultimately we
"The students seem to
would like to completely eliminate
like the plastic more," she
disposables on campus."
Larson said the program would be
says. "But we also have to
expensive to implement across camthink about the cost-effectivehess."
pus, with each disposable container
costing four or five dollars, campus
Dining Services tried to
would need roughly 10,000 containers,
implement a reusable plastic container program last
but they would eliminate the cost of
disposables. Let's Go uses between
year. Students used
800 and 1,000 disposable containers on
reusable plastic containers
at Let's Go and Mrs.
an average day.
Edward Johnson, a freshman, said
Greens but were responsihe guesses he would prefer new conble for washing the containers themselves. This
tainers on campus.
"It would be a pain in the ass,"
program was ultimately
Johnson says. "I think most people
squashed by the Health
probably wouldn't use them./. ."
Department.
However, Johnson agrees the inconveAccording to Larson,
nience would be worth it in the long
"The Health Department
run.
felt that since students
Abercrombie also agrees. "Once
were responsible for cleanpeople get used to it, it won't be a
ing [the containers) there
problem, but until then, it's going to
was a possibility for crossbe
a big deal."
contamination," he says.
MEMEMCKEE/stufj/'hoi.^uviicr "When freshmen last year were
Cross-contamination
would result from serving students file along in a food line at Let's Go, located in Gibbons Dining Hall, entrance three, exposed to reusables, they didn't
question it because that's what they
spoons picking up germs
were used to," she says.
from improperly washed containers,
which would make everyone else who
EARTH Reusables Survey
used the same spoon sick.
Another problem with the original
program was the containers themselves.
1. Are you concerned about the waste
They were too flimsy to-withstand the
produced on our campus by using
industrial strength washing machines
disposable containers in our dining
used by Dining Services, and they tended to stain, according to Larson.
services? (487 replies)
The new program being discussed by
yes 85%. no 15%
EARTH and the Reusable Task Group
is slightly more complex. Students
would get their food in a reusable plas2. If it were convenient for you, would
tic container and bring it bacR the next
you prefer to use reusable containers
time they came in. But instead of using
over disposables?
the same container, they would drop it
off and pick up a new one. Meanwhile,
(486 replies)
the old container, having been rinsed
yes 87% no 13%
off by the student, would be thoroughly
cleaned and sanitized by Dining
Services.
3. Do you think it would be convenient
Larson hopes to test out this plan on a
to have a system where students could
pilot group of 200 students in January.
drop off dirty containers and pick up
These students, drawn from a few
NIFKRBAKER/pAoto editor ^^.^ da^ a^j organizations, posclean ones upon dining services? (489
roots in support of the sjbly ISAT or health sciences classes,
replies)
for takeout usage.
EARTH and SGA, would be be
yes 92% no 8%
required to use the new system at least twice a week, for
approximately one month. Upon the completion of the
program, the Reusable Task Group will pick from two dif4. Would you be willing to help out in
ferent containers and evaluate the program's success,
JMU EARTH'S campaign to rid our
based on the opinions of the pilot group.
"I mink it's important that students have input in this
campus of diposables?
decision," Larson says. The pilot program would cost
(467 replies)
around $2,500.
MELISSA PALLADINO/wmor photographer
Members of EARTH are glad that Dining Services is
yw-'47% $°4g2nc
These recycling bins can be found in the Airport Lounge
working on the problem, but they are frustrated by the
on the third floor of the Warren Campus Center.
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Don't Leave for ffiOMlJ Without It!!
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THIS AD THAT IS!!
Make Your Arangements NOW for the
1997-1998 School Year

KICK THE BUTT.
Tuesday, Nov. IS

11-2 p.m. (« Commons and Mailroom: music, contracts, and balloons.
5:30-7 p.m. (" Grafton-Stovall: Sneakers: Dais) VanPell and Dr. Warner
7-9 p.m. (a Corner Pocket: FREE pool, contract signing
• FREE STUFF

Wednesday, Nov. 19

Thursday, Nov. 20

11-2 p.m. (" Commons and
Mailroom: music contracts, and

11-2 p.m. i° Commons and
Mailroom: music, contracts, and
balloons.

balloons.

4-8 p.m. UREC Activities:
• 4-5:05 p.m.: Cardio Combo
4:30-5:15 p.m. jMW

«

i p.m.^^H'

MICKS
M |«.,..liar floor plans,
services, amenities and location
available to JMU students.

p.m.: F;nHurn
an.: Kickboxing
JK: Cycle Reebok
Water Bonk- (\\\c A\\a\

12-3 p.m. Health Fair <§ Cod win
• Message Therapy
• Stress Relief Techniques
I &>,ii f"-iivi,'it\ \ t'li'ltin.',.

&.'\r«];i Therap\

• TaM
Canci
Center, and JMU Outing Club
• FREE STUFF

COLDULK2LL

BANKERa

H0RSLEYAN0
CONSTABLE

YOU CAN EXPECT THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING
COLDWELL BANKER HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE A -J A \\ni
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIVISION *fJ*T*l 1 / J

Sponsored by: American Cancer Society, HTH 458, Program Planning
Class, and University Health (enter
Questions? Callx3642

Please notice the correction!"
For further
information please
contact
Kathleen @ x7893,
or e-mail her at
shehankt or call
Annie Lou
and
..t\
Sydney at x7837
We apologize for any misinformation
and confusion this has caused.

O
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JMU well-represented at NCAAs Ordonez
Women's soccer, field hockey receive at-large bids despite losing in CAAs
For the third straight year, the
JMU women's soccer team will
be in the NCAA Tournament.
This year's invitation comes courtesy of an at-large bid.
Although losing to the
College of William & Mary in the

Nov. 7 CAA semifinals, the
Dukes' season continues.
The squad posted back-toback "Sweet-16" appearances in
19% and '97. This year's journey
begins Saturday at the University
of Virginia at 2 p.m.

Women's soccer (half of the field shown here)
#1 UConn (19-3)

to meet team
from upper H
oracneilor
national title

Fairfield (18-3)
Hartford (18-1-1)
foleate (13-3-3)

Although losing in Sunday's
final of the CAA Championship,
the JMU field hockey team was
awarded with an at-large bid this
week to the NCAA Tournament.
This year's invite will mark
the fourth time since 1993 that the

Dukes have been in the NCAAs.
In 1994, the Dukes marched
through the 12-team field en
route to its first national championship.
The quest to repeat begins
Saturday at noon.

Field Hockey
#1 UNC (17-3)

UConn (15-6)
JMU (17-6)

'

M UMd. (18-2 )

W&M (14-4)
PSU (15-4-1)

Princeton (14-3 )

IMU (13-6-2)

BC(16-6)

/

#6 UVa. (13-4-2)
UCLA (17-2)
'

Ball St. (17-4)
1 f3 UVa. (18-2)

Michigan (18-3-1)
Nebraska (17-3)

Perm St. (17-5)

1

UMass (13-9)

1

1st Round
2nd Round
3rd Round Semifinals Finals
Completed by Completed by Completed by Dec. 5
Dec. 7
Nov. 18
Nov. 23
Nov. 30
Semifinals and Finals will be played at the UNC-G

1st Round
Nov. 15

JMU fencer* Laura Webb end Anne Lucas (foreground) take a stab at practice.

Is the pen really 'mightier?'
The JMU fencing team has started the season 4-0
under fourth-year head coach, Paul Campbell
by Dan Sullivan
contributing writer
When most people think of fencing,
they think of participants in white suits
engaged in a sword fight. But mere's a lot
more to the sport than that
, '

2nd Round
Nov. 18

Semifinals
Nov. 21

Finals
Nov. 23

Semifinals ana Finals will be played at the University of Connecticut

LINDSAY MANN/contributing photographer

-

<

N'eastern (17-: )I

SMU (16-4-1)
Texas A&M (18-2)

Cincinnati (16-4-3
#2 N. Dame (200-1)

NATIONAL
CHAMPION

#2 ODU (20-2

#7 Portland (14-4

Although a non-scholarship sport at
JMU, fencing features athletes who are
recruited justlike any other sport, and they
put in the same, long hours training and
competing,
"If we want to get the same recognition
as the other varsity sports, then we have to

on trial
Dec. 18
by Steven M. Trout
sports editor

The trial of JMU senior linebacker Marcus Ordonez and his
brother Mario, originally scheduled for yesterday, has been
pushed back until Dec. 8.
Ordonez' is charged with
assaulting former teammate
John Stein. He will be tried for
one misdemeanor count of
assault and battery after
allegedly punching Stein at a
Sept. 20 party at Ordonez' apartment
Ordonez, just off a one-week
suspension for "breaking team
rules," according to head coach
Alex Wood, was served with a
warrant Sept 23.
Wood would not comment
on whether the suspension was
due to the alleged assault.
JMU Athletic Diector, Don
Lemish, also, would not comment.
According
to ' Wood,
Ordonez will be back in uniform
Saturday against the University
of Rhode Island.
Ordonez is the second-leading tackier on the squad (85).

work just as hard," head coach Paul hour-a-week practices can be difficult.
Head coach Paul Campbell realizes the
Campbell said. .
The team fences five days a week, burden his players face.
"We run into some situations where
with three days of weightlifting added to
players will drop out to concentrate on
the normal regimen.v
Freshman Colleen Hicks said, academics," Campbell said. "Everybody is
"Normally people don't think of fencing as here for academics first. It's not a problem
a varsity sport. Fencing is a sport of for me at all. That's part of my recruiting
strength and endurance. So far we've been plan. I want [the players] to be able to
working real hard, and it's beginning to know that they're not letting the team
down [if they decide to concentrate on
pay off.
The team is 4-0 in matches this year classwork]."
Madigan uses it as motivation. "I'm
against such teams as Vassar College, City
finding
it very difficult this year," she said.
College of New York and Fairleigh
Dickinson University. _________ ___^ "If anything though,
,
I'm going to stick with
What makes the team's
//
NOt man]/ people it. I've been fencing for
record even more
and
five
impressive is the fact
that the six-member thlltK Of fencing US 0 Campbell emphasizes
squad is made up pri.
,
"
that our academics
manly of freshmen and VQTSlty SpOTl . . .
come first." .
sophomores.
This
is
Two freshmen in
Campbell's fourth seaparticular, Kim Roberts
_ ..
„. . son as head coach at
ei1
,cks
and Hicks, have been
,,
™*
"
JMU. In his three previtw
JMU
freshman
fencer
QUS seasonS/ jMU has
highly successful so far
won a Virginia state
this season, which started in early November. Roberts is 23-3 in championship, a state runner-up finish
and two-state epee and foil champiher bouts, while Hicks is 25-2.
"The freshman are doing great" sopho- onships.
In epee fencing, the whole body is fair
more captain Erin Madigan said. "They've
been doing excellent die past two week- game. In foil fencing, the target area conends. Last week they contributed to our sists of only the torso.
Upcoming matches include Saturday's
four wins."
At the very least the players who make Perm State Open and the Jan. 18 tournaup the JMU fencing team should be corn- ment hosted by the Dukes. Sweet Briar
plimented on their commitment to the pro- College, Johns Hopkins University,
Virginia Tech and the University of
gram.
In essence, they are volunteers. At Virginia will be participating in the tournatimes, balancing classwork with the 15- ment
■
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ONLY $8
GOES ON SALE
DEC. 1
Sponsored LyNBS/AERko
• 3«£e Sap • <?«? 0*4o*4 •
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Caffeine Free Diet Coke, Sprite,
Diet Coke or

Coca Cola
Classic

FOOD ft DRUG

Write it down
instead.
send your darts and pats to Opinion
or write a letter to the sditor.

12-Pack12-oz. Cans

Always Good.
Always Fresh.
Always Kroger.

Your Total
Value Leader.
Two 12-packs Per Customer At This Price Please

College Seniors
and Graduates

Regular or Country Style

Donald Duck
Orange Juice

Donald
Puck

1/2-CaUon

We're looking for a few
good men and women
to become officers of
Marines. We have pilot,
ground and law positions
available. Earn your
commission by
completing 10 weeks at
officer canididate school.
Starting salary is $27,000.
Spend as little as 3 1/2
years on active duty and
gain the leadership and
management experience
wanted by corporate
America. Open to any
academic major. Call
now to see if you have
what it takes to be a
leader of Marines.
Call 1-800-542-5851.

Marines

The Few The Pnmd. The Marina.

Donald
Puck

Golden Ripe
Bananas

vi\
-lbs.

■HCTflNI

Kroger

Mozzarella f
Cheese
16-oz.

1

Fritos
Corn Chips

*!"*■*"

10.5-oz.

Buy One Get One

*5

3/

FREE!
Combo Pack,Roasted White Turkey,
Chopped Ham or

Mountain Top
Pumpkin Pie

Oscar Maye
Ham N Chec

26*1.

BuyOneGetOnev

Buy One Get On

FREE!

FREE!
Your Kroger Deli Proudly Introduces

i

UCllCWUS NCW f

Buffalo Style Chicken WingsL
f*\^

Choose from 4 Mouth Watering Varieties:

otllV

{ i
MILD WILDFIRE
HOT GARLIC
BBQ SWEET HOMEY BBQ
MMt Onfy M Storm WMft MMMry Shoppi

25*

Snack Time, Dinner Time,
Game Time, Party Time,
Any Time

&

\

:• '

.
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Atlantic 10
Individual Statistics

FIRE SALE:.The Dukes have their eyes on
six Boston University players as they are hoping to bolster their roster with transfers from
the soon-to-be dropped program.
ST AT LEADERS: Junior free safety Tony
Booth is tied for the league lead in intercepffflU Dukes vs. UnJverettv of Rhode bland tions with six pick-offs. Freshman tailback
Delvin Joyce is second in all-purpose yards
Game: Rhode Island Rams at JMU
with 1.449. while senior kicker Nelson
Nov. 15, 1p.m.
Garner, who struggled at the beginning of the
Dukes Notes:
year, is now second in the league in field goals
THEY'RE BACK: JMU sophomore quarterback going 11-16 on the year.
Greg Maddox will be back at the helm for the Dukes
after missing the Northeastern game due to a concus- INJURY REPORT: Red-shirt freshman fullsion suffered Oct. 25 against Richmond. Senior tri-cap- back Jeremy McCommons suffered a
uiin Marcus Ordonez is back from his one-game sus- sprained ankle against Northeastern and is out
pension for violating team rules and will play at line- Saturday.
backer.
SCOUTING REPORT: The Dukes dropped
FLIPPER TIME PART U: Sophomore quarterback their Fifth straight game last week, but a 2-8
John DeFUippo made his first collegiate start Saturday Rhode Island team just may be the cure for the
against Northeastern, at Parsons field, the same field win starved Dukes. The Rams will be without
where his father Gene, now the athletic director at Kentucky transfer Billy Jack Haskins at quarBoston College, made his starting debut for Springfield terback, but will still look to test the JMU secCollege in 1971. The Huskies ruined the elder ondary. URI is led by runningback! James
IX-Filippo's debut as well, defeating Springfield 34-16. Jenkins, who has'rushed for a total of 940 yards
this season. Maddox will have time W throw, a
ZEB IN THE BACK: Freshman Zeb Clark, who has luxury JMU quarterbacks have not been affordgained 66 yards on 33 attempts at runningback this ed recently, as the Rams are not much of a
season, may see time at Mike Masella'.s strong safety blitzing team, although they are anchored by a
position. Masella, who made one tackle filling in at strong secondary. "They're not playing great,"
linebacker against Northeastern, will keep the position JMU coach Alex Wood said. "But they're
ihis week.
playing good enough to beat us."

GIVE THE GIFT OF MUSIC

■>

FOOT • All
Standings
New England Division
A-10 Overall
Maine
4-4 5-4-0
Connecticut
3-3 6-3-0
New Hampshire 3-3 3-6-0
Rhode Island
2-5 2-8-0
Boston U.
1-6 1-8-0
Massachusetts
1.6 2-8-0

299 2081
331 209|
174 208
179 279
148 284
133 318

Mid-Atlantic Division
A-10 Overall
Villanova
7-0 9-0-0
7-1 9-1-0
Delaware
Northeastern
5-2 7-2-0
Richmond
4-3 6-4-0
William & Mary 34 6-4-0
James Madison 2-5 3-6-0

351
331
262
230
244
182

PFPA

Passing

Q CA Pct.Ydt.TPInt.Rtg

Bodeo..VU
Stafford, UConn
Ginn.UD
Cramsey.UNH
Fein, UM
Murphy ,NU

9
9
10
7
8
9

Rushing
G
Azumah, UNH 9
Harriott, BU
9
Porch, W&M
10
Jenkins, URI
10
Jumpp, UConn 9
Edmundson, NU 8

PF PA Receiving
160
155
177
173
196
286

Last week's results
Northeastern 41, James Madison 17
Boston University 33, Massachusetts 8
Delaware 37, Connecticut 29
Richmond 27, Rhode Island 11
Villanova 23, New Hampshire 20
Maine 52, Buffalo 13

186-275 67.6.'2469 30
140-241 58.1 2262 19
97-178 54.5 1622 14
27-44 61.4 383 3
178-299 59.5 2197 23
177-293 60.4 2212 13
Att.
212
209
225
232
155
150

G Rent.
Wright,UM
9
69
Finneran, VU 9
55
Bond.UConn 9 - 41
Conklin, W&M 9
43
Taylor, UConn 9
42
Bans, UD
10
35

176.1
156.3
153.6
152.4
140.6
133.0

Yds. Avg. TD YPQ
1100
5.2 9 122.2
1093
5.2 6 121.4
6 114.0
1143
5.1
4.1 5
94.5
945
815
5.3 9
90.6
722
90.3
4.8 7
Yds.
931
909
861
768
680
745

Avg.
13.5
16.5
21.0
17.9
16.2
21.3

TD YPG
7 103.4
15 101.0
4 • 95.7/|
6
85.3
8
75.6
9
74.5

This week's schedule
Rhode Island at James Madison
Boston Unversity at New Hampshire
Connecticut at Massachusetts
Delaware at Lehigh
Maine at Northeastern
Richmond at William & Mary
Buffalo at Villanova

It's an 18 and Over Night at
%,
%

%

«/

Thursday, Nov. 13 at 9:00 p.m. for

ison JTUM
calendar premier

°°

Come see some
of the sexiest
men and women
on the cat walk!!
D.J. Mark Rice
$2 - Legal

"•"TMH""""*'*
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healthy white newborn
Married eight years,
happy and financially secure,
will comply with adoption
laws.

Please call Pat & Sandra
collect at: 540 727-0741
Email at: patsan@erols.com
http://homepage.usr.eom/a/adoption

ftov. 20 - 2>ec. 19

BOOKeo

m

Thank you from the
bottom of our hearts.

fyantaUic iavinal o+i c^eneAalioaJzA, comautesi
tnanuali, caUnda/ui and planned, teoluioloau
frtoducti, and coUefiai^^UiHf amd f0i...

Froggies

** Lounge

fyvufdaif, will he dpecfal wdk JUicounli,
5jKj£

pAd^&i, and ne^neAJunenti.

ll/atcU 7!&&neeyeandyouAmailjpt mone-detaili...
C«h

FLEX

CkKkf

gg|

PONY EXPRESS !
PLAYING COUNTRY
IN FROGGIES • PAD/9PM
AND...
TAKE ADVANTAGE!...
Of Our Dinner, Comedy,
Dance Package !!!
Eat, Laugh, & Boogie III
Featuring:DJ doktor dugg
<&. National Comics !!!
Call For Details: 434-9981
18 YEARS & OLDER !!!

Cosmic Bowling
at Valley Lanes

FEATURING:

***%0**rT'
**
^NOVEMBER I**
m

Genre
C^andARcm^Rock
.

^^n^ ON THE
TOPW
FROZEN

Located Ramada Inn RtU s, H'burg

434-9981

uskuiul ■

x*
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List wcvk

Season total
Winning percentage.

Washington at Dallas
Denver at Kansas City
NY Jets at Chicago
Atlanta at St. Louis
New England at Tampa Bay
Monday Night: Buffalo at Miami
Penn St. at Purdue
Virginia at NC State
Iowa at Northwestern
Washington at UCLA
UNC at Clemson

Seth Burton
asst sports editor
7-4
67-43
.609

Doug Smith
JMU senior
6-5
65-45
.591

Washington
Denver
NY Jets
St. Louis
Tampa Bay

Denver
NY Jets
St. Louis
New England

Miami

Miami

Per

Hi

Steven M. Trout
sports editor
7-4
64-46
.582

Jason Meade
JMU senior
5-6
54-45
.545

Dallas
Denver
NY Jets

Washington
Denver
NY Jets

Dallas

St. Louis

St. Louis

New England

New England

Penn StateVirginia
Iowa
Washington
UNC

Penn State
Virginia
Northwestern
Washington
UNC

Courtney A. Crowley
news editor
6-5
65-45
•591

Dallas

Penn State

NC State

Virginia

Iowa
Washington
l&tisbn?

Iowa
Washington
UNC

PREDICTOR

Kansas City
NY Jets
St. Louis
New England

Penn State
NC State

Iowa
Washington
•UNC

As sports editor and spiritual leader of POTW, I find it my responsibility to crephotographers would be afraid of taking Tyson's picture. Michael Westbrook
ate new ideas, to spark some excitement, to jazz up POTW to the point that JMU
would just beat the hell out of us if he had a bad week. And Peter Angelos would
students are trampling each other to get an early glimpse. As a result I have
probably get rid of the entire segment because Seth allegedly gave some of his
come up with a few ideas.
■ allowance to his girifriend's favorite charity.
What if we had a celebrity panel? Take, for example, Michael Westbrook Pete
If you think about it, Rose would be the only one that truly fits in.
Rose, Marv Albert, Mike Tyson and Peter Angelos — what if they were our guest
Fine, so maybe I need to go back to the drawing board. But, I'll do it, I tell
predictors for December?
you, I'll find something out there that takes POTW to that next level. Be prepared.
Well, maybe not. Perhaps they wouldn't project the finest image for POTW.
Now, it's time to give some well-due respect to a Mr. Julian Walker who — since
Albert would insist on his picture being taken while wearing a pink teddy. All the September — picked Michigan to beat Penn State last weekend. Nicely done, Jules.
—

'
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Rodders & Ha mmersteiri JMU &MA, Rocky & Bullu/inkle ,JMU &AAA, Ton/itt& Deani;
JMU & AM, Minnie & Mickey JMU & AAA, Hepburn & Tracy, JMU & AAA, Scarlett &

Another Winning Combination ...

JMU & AAA& YOU!
- A Tri Delta Colonization Rush A
A Noi/ember 21, 22 & 23 A
*

fi<l

A SIGN UP NOW - Taylor 233 A

CD t#

A Freshmen, sophomores, juniors & seniors welcome! A

.52 y

■■...,..■■..—.■.

Oscar & Felix, JMU &AAA, Bert & Ernie, JjMU&AAA, Batman & Robin, JMU & AAA, Pooh
& Piglet; JM$8 AAA, :Antony & Cleopatra JMU & AAA, Victoria & Albert, JMU &AAA

■i<

I<**-R*
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JMU UREC Wants you To Sign Up
For Massanutten Resort's
Learn-TtvSki and
Learn'T>Snowboard Classes*
FOR INFO

Save up to
40% offList
CDE7831 AM/FM/CD
List $430
MRV1000 100WX2 V-12 Amp.List $499
Al Net 6-disc CD changer
..List $399
5 1/4" DDDRIVE spiers
.List$259
More Specials In Store!

See the Display at UREC on
November 6-December 3, 1997

Tues. January 13, 1998 or Thurs.
January 15, 1998 at Massanutten

Cost

$96 with Rental Equipment or
!$84 without Rental Equipment.

more info, call
UREC, at x8710

'268
Includes: Guitar, Amp, Gig Bag,
Headphones, Video & more

SALE $328
SALE $298
SALE $348
SALE $148

Acoustic Guitar
Packages from
$

128

Microphone Clearance!
Shure and EV mikes from $35

Includes: Guitar, Gig Bog,
Pkb, Strap S Book

Stereo • Video • Car Audio • Musical Instruments • PA • PA Rentals

I At UREC-MAC at Orientation
Session on December 3,1997, 7pm
First Session

Electric Guitar &
Amp Package

ALPINE Car Audio on Sale

2990 S Main Street, Harrisonburg • 434-4722
MUSIC 'N

9-6Monday-Fr7d7y

ELECTRONICS'5^

^•PatJDwnwnt

Open to students, faculty,
staff and their family
members

Open 7:50-7
Monday-FrWay
Open Saturdays

■

Massanutten's Learri-To-Ski
and Leam-To-Snowboard
Classes* are offered 6
consecutive Tuesday and .
Thursday nights from 5-10 p.m.
beginning
Jan. 13 and ending Feb. 19,1998
* non-credit

A You Can Eat
WEDNESDAY
NITE
"
v^u/vw^r ivnc SEAFOOD
BUFFET!

fcinr-2pm!

\Ve Offer You the BEST in
Automotive Service & Qutdtty!"
«i

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE IN HARRISONBURG
\/>

•Comfortable waiting lounge , •Open shop policy
with TV and free coffee & tea •VISA, Mastercard, Discover
& American Express accepted
•24 Hour early bird drop off
•One day service in most cases.
service
,

-

10% Discount with Student ID
<£> TOYOTA

ma

99 Minutes . . . Guaranteed

4pm to Closing
Wednesday Night
ONLY!

Steamed Crab legs, Peel & Eat Shrimp
Fried Shrimp & Morel
Our regular buffet price Is not available during this special buffet. For a limited time only.

• Air Conditioning Repairs •Tune-Ups
• Brake Service
• 4-Wheel Alignments
• Transmission Repair • Complete Detail
• Oil Changes & Lubrications • Engine Overhauls
Services

• Please Call for an Appointment •
f Toyota & Master ASE Certified Technicians

®TOYOTA
-ETIVE GUARANTY
MuBlm-BJam* ^o-5Mr]na

"I love what you do for me" PARTS Hr

L

2335 E. Market St.
433-8680
1-81 Exit 247 A
Just Past Valley Mall

golden
corral
Steaks, Bullet & Bakery

®TOYOTA SERVICE
2970 south Main St f C/1 rt \ A "9 A i
HarrlsonDurg, VA WHUl4d4
Prlc«» sub|ect
to change.

Ml •

Or TOLL FREE:1-800-TOYOTA 2 (869-6822)

TOYOTA >&
SERVICE fc fARTS vfit
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Here On Planet Earth\5co« Trobaugh
SOMEWHCTS,

lAlrnmrwe

[T^STHS cr IRE <SRBtTARn?T%
IStfBCw&W A -BRIOJ4MT fcEA
IS "BofcM..

AT
ltfR> MIS CttlSCicx^ Mltfb
M0V1KJ6TTjF R6HENTS To
COMFc^M,-Tt> HI5 €W IAJISH.

iwr/r

LAsr-iWr tow is

lAlOW.'-flMT'S

I MlNF'MAKT

CoMFtFi^b—IT is A ~MirJ<»
OF SOcd TAMrtura*/6 T5EA0TY
i THAT oWNe^p CF rr MOST"
-BEtoM&To HOMAAIITY/

7,

Airboard \Joe Booe & In Kwang Kim
r

1e&.' ^^—

l /

ft

1

No MoK6 CnpeRoR^eAMeR -

Tuba Man \ Jason Hand
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• Over 75 accredited courses
• Frenfc^ Immersion Program
• Fine Arts Program
I # Advanced Photography and
Web Design Programs
• Cultural Excursions
i#iIt]
Por more information, call or write:
ThqA«Krican University of Paris '
Summer Programs, Box S-2000
102 rue St. Dominique
75007 Paris, France
Tel. (33/1 MO 62 06 14
\\\
Fax (33/1)40 62 07 17
New York office: Tel. (212) 983-1414
Web siii.http://www.aup.fi
I mail SummcrO' .uip.li

assanutten Resort

!

Now hiring for Ski Season
Full-time,
Part-time,
Weekends,
Anytimel
^i.j
9KI

pM^^
■ ■ ©©

Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop,
Food Service, Cashiers, and More!

'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek & night skiing & other discounts!

For More Information. Call 289-4954

Olde Mill Village

Part of a
complete breakfast!

-

PANAMA CITY BEACH
DAYTONA BEACH.
131

SEEKS
FltlllllllHlIllll ■

I
J

Fl-800-SUNCHASE^

W TOLL rtn mrOUlATIOM A KSntVATTONS
I ^
www.sunchas9.com

ll

Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.;
• Deadboh looks, and door viewers pn'all apartments.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways,
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
Basketball courts.
,
• Fsull (time management and maintenance.
Paved parking spaces
•No sliding patio doors.

4

A

i •-

aa

432-9502

j x AH'
COLDUjeU.
BANKER U

HORSLEYAND
CONSTABLE

Call Lisa today and see how easy and affordable off-campus housing can be!
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Crossword Puzzle

/
I

3

1

ACROSS

is

1 /yawns*
5 Frighten
lOCha/saPanWs
nickname
14 Fnaneheterte
18 Throb
i9Qtn*ngo*H»
20 Actress Adams
21 Cure nth in brine
23 Fern about
wnningfcw
pceealent
28 Intution
27 Cargo wakjht
28 Flunks the
polygraph
29 HWofyMuw
30 Scant
31 RaquiraaM
consequence
33 Ffcnabouta
pntektent-to-be
37

30 Laurel or MuaiaJ
40 Third pianat trom
the son
41 Playwright David
44 Light ampsfter
46 Stun
47 Remote
50 Way out
51 Glazier's unit
82 Abridged text
54 Vigoda
SSSotrjtfy
56 -Merchant of
Venee" heroine
58 Geologic time
dtvisione
59 -DoTs House"
creator
81 FMmabouta
senator
64 Scarab
65 Capital on the
Tiber

68 Triumphant
interjection
67 Star*
68 Beats raptdry
71 Rkn about the
overthrow of
government
78 Gonarves' island
79 Embodiment
80 Intensity
81 Sleeve card?
82 Circte segment
83 Puts down
85 Saturates
88 City on the
Jumna
87 Tiny
88 Altar event
89 Quick bread
91 Mora foxy
92 Mtasoun river
94 Genre
95 Info

97 Film about a run
•or governorship
102 Mischievous
youngster
106 Greece
107 Wander
108 Inner Hebrides
island
110 Yofco —
111 Dark
112 Fam about
crooked
poHicos
116 Public argument
117 Two Years
Before the Mastauthor
118 Accede
119 Central part
120 Checked out
121 British gun
122 Lunch times
123 Son of Aphrodite

a

1
J

'

■
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It
ii
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it
it

r

S1

T

\

r^JC^n^

51
52
53
56

Browning output
Call for
Neckwear stud
Illogical tear

rzzinrz^

90 Of a peninsula
91 Mine roof
support
92 Accessible via a
computer
93 Used a nnk
94 Catch phrase
96 Snow leopards
97 So
96 Therefore
99— Oop
100 Peace goddess
101 Part of TNT
103 Revere
104 Short
presentation
105 British poet
109 Sign
112 Football scores:
abbr.
113 Shako e.g.
114 Past
115 Rapper, Vanilla -

nnn

z

p
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■
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77

104

109
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W
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ACHE VIDEO
SUPERSTORE
Largest Video Store in Town!
per Night Rentals

ATTEND ANY ONE OF THESE SESSIONS
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PEACE CORPS:

1130 am -130 p.m. in Room 233 of Burruss Hall

D

Thousands of Movies to Choose From!

Free Membership !

Hosted by the Biology Department

s

12 p.m. -1 p.m. in Lobby of Zane Showker Building

I

• Hundreds of games to rent:
Sega, Super Nintendo, Playstation & Super 64
• Rent any game for only $3.00 for 2 nights!
• Hundreds of new release movies you can rent for
only $2.75 for 2 nights!

Hosted by the International Business Club

s

1 p.m. - 2 p.m. in Room 214 of Keezell Building

D

Hosted by Sigma Tau Delta/English Honor Society

433-9181

s
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JMU's Community Service-Learning Presents:
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57 Plants with swordshaped leaves
60 Auxiliary verb
62 Gait
63 Haggard novel
64 Foundations
67 Ripped off
66 Melt
69 Long-eared
lagomorph
70 Paddy plant
71 Procedure
72 Fencing item
73 Spanish explorer
74 Long time
75 Wise men
76 "God's Little —•
77 Calendar period
79 Subarctic
evergreen forest
84 VIPs
86 Guinness
89 — plexus
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25 01 an arm
bone
30 Bogs
32 Help
34 Bone substance
35 A US president
36 Loafs
38 U.S. Supreme
Court justice
41 Large: prof.
42 Figure skating
jump
43 Grain grinder
45 Against
46 Calamitous
47 Take no food
48 Bfckcal victim
49 Glassmaker
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1 Glue
2 — Be* (Bronte
pseudonym)
3 Plamsong
4 Viainamaaa Naw
Year
5 Plays the) W|oy
6 Restaurant
7 Onadga
8 Chaar
9 Carry out
10 Harmless
11 Jargon
12 — Grande
13 TV room
14 Lacking
15 Etiolate
16 African antelope
17 Monet's stand
22 Three-masted
schooner
24 "Middlemarchauthor
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Join us for a reception honoring JMU
alumni who have served in the Peace Corps.

•

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK!

ACM

VI 1FS

»»

(Next to Wendy's,
Across from Pargo's)

•

\ 5 p.m. in the Reception Hal! of Sonner Hall \
For more information, call Community Service-Learning at 568-6366.

Bring This Coupon in
& Receive 1 FREE 990 Rental!! \
expires 11-30-97 limit 1 per Student
Tin n ■ t
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Madison Leadership Center Presents...

Hollywood
Nails

Check us Oil'
A New Management Special
A full sel ol \crylic i
Nails

I .11 ;i hill-In

!

si 1.99

$19.99
is:1) Regular) ■ .

i |<) Regular)

i

I rench Manicuiv or While \irhnisli Included!

Skyline Village Shopping Center

Who? Dr. Sam Fuller
What? Operation Smile
When? Tuesday, Nov. 18, 7-9p.m.
Where? ISAT/CS Building Rm 159

574-0103

Next to Rack & Sack

Manicure and Pedicure Special

$25.00
Just Show Your JAC Card

>0/

^3d0.3iiv*s^v>

FOR MORE INFORMATION CAII MACJISON LEACJERSHIP
CENTER @ x6558 OR STOP by TAyloR 20 5

c',-^<\- htl

PLATOON LEADERS CLASS

STUDENTS RENT SKIS
FOR THE SKI SEASON,
TAKE $10
I0FF WITH
JMU I.D

SPORT PACKAGE
DEMO PACKAGE $99.
NEW PARABOLIC SKIS $149.99
EQUIPMENT FROM K^TSALOMON
IS SNOWBOARD BRANDS IN STOCK.
NEXT TO SHONEYS ON MARKET ST.

(Not the average summer vacation)
Spend part of this summer in an environment that teaches more
than you could ever learn in the college classroom...about your
abilities as a leader...how to handle mental and physical stress
and responsibility that»afew of your peers could imagine...about
an incredible career opportunity available to men and women who
measure up to our standards. The Platoon Leaden Class or PLC
is the Marine Corps' primary officer commissioning program.
All training takes place during one or two summers while you're
an undergraduate. After completing training and earning your
degree, you're commissioned as a second lieutenant. All
commissions are active duty, and flight school can be
guaranteed. If your goals for this summer are higher than just
soaking up the sun, and you're interested in a future that
provides unmatched leadership development, then contact your
local Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details.

Marines
The Few. The Proud. The Marines.
MARINE () E I I ( IK

Do you want to earn college credits and $1,800 during
a 6 week internship? See Capt. Walker or Gysgt Hebert
on 17 Nov. between 10 a.m. -1 p.m. in the Warren
Campus Center or call 1-800-542-5851.

433-7201
IWJU'/lJiJtTA Jtf JLajUl KIAg/UI
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FOR RENT

1998-1999 Rental*
Phoenix Enterprises

Unlveralty PUea - 4BR apt*
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540)4339576.

70 Broad St. Large 6BR house.
June lease. $225/person.

Minitower 166mhz Pentium
system, 1.7GbHD. 16Mb RAM. *
disc CDROM. 80 watt speakers,
Win95 CDROM. games, software,
$795. x6675/289-9568.home.

2 or 4BR apt. Hardwood floors A
fireplace. South High St

TV- f AaMral, 25", topoftrw line. $250. 564-1372.

Two rooms fee MMIWI - Starling
jan. 98 in the new College Park.
A/C $265/mo. furnished, water.
sewage included. 57*4696.

2 or 3BR TH on Liberty St.
Close to campus.

HELP WANTED

For rent - Female to aaMaaao in
Oide Mill. Call (540)869-5355.

1.2 or 3BR apts. Deck house.
Mason St.

One BR available In TH - At 7426
Bradley Or. Call Patty at
Funkhouser & Associates, 4345150.

6BR house. 2 kitchens.
Old South High St.

Earn free trips A cashl Class
Travel needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips A
travel free! Highly motivated
students can earn a free trip A
over $10,000! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or
Florida! North America's largest
student tour operator! Call Now!
(800)8386411.

7 large BR house. 2 kitchens.
2 baths, 3 floors.

Madison Manor apt. - Start Jan.
98. Large 2BR, 2 bath, fireplace.
4336410.

1 or 3 large BR apts. Hardwood
floors on Franklin St.

2BR TH - 1.5 bathe, great location.
2 blocks from JMU. available for
sublet Dec. 15. CaN 433-7578.

University Place, furnished. 4BR,
2 baths. W/D, DW. A/C.
June or August lease.
Three to choose from.

One RM sublet - For Spring
semester. 501 S. High. Close to
campus. Fully furnished. Call
Kristin, 4336987.
BR avaUMo - Ashby Croailng. Jan
98-Aug. '98. Female only. 433
8654.
Downtown art studtos - $100 up.
No lease. Sheridan Real Estate.
4337325.
Roommate needed - University
Place, $230/mo. Call 574-4731.
Available Dec. 15-May 15 '98.
Room for sublease - New Ashby
Crossing. 2 bathrooms, furnished,
water/sewage Included. Starts Jan.
'98. Rent 4 mos., get 5th free. Call
574-2768.
Female roommate to sublease Starting Jan. "98 thru second
semester A/or summer. Ashby
Crossing. $240/mo. + utilities,
furnished. Call 574-2837.
Roommates wanted - Two RMs
available in 4BR, 2 1/2 bath TH,
Dutchmill Ct. Water included,
$195/mo., 5-7 mo. lease starting
1/1/98. Females In residence. Call
434-2100.
Room for rant! Cozy environment!
Great roommates! Call Alice, 8010011.
Cathedral ceilings, lofts - It's a
luxury condo at Hunter's Ridge.
June 1, 1998 thru May 31. 1999.
$l.30Q/mo. Owner-agent Jordan T.
Rohrer, 564-1388.
Huee houses stH avaaaMe for 98'99 school year. For photos, prices,
descriptions A availability see
http://users.aol.com/JMUrentals.
Room for rent - $160/mo. A/C.
W/D, DW Call 4338262.
The easiest way to Arid great off
campus
housing.
http://users.aol.com/JMUrentals.
Need
help!
Must
move!
Townhouse, 1RM sublease. Great
roommates. 801-8240.
Quiet & spacious 2BR acts. - With
A/C. DW A W/D now available for
98'99. $480/includlng water.
http://users.aol.com/JMUrentars.
Spring/Summer sublet - Ashby
Crossing. Perfect location, very
clean, clubhouse, etc. Water, third
floor, $245/mo. negotiable. Call
Melissa. 4335340.
Foxhlii Townhomea
Student housing - Investment
Property - "live Rent Free" Info/Brochure - Call 432-5525

r-rt/i

1335 Devon Lane.
3BR furnished TH.

Earn $6,000 next lummer running
your
own
business.
Now
Interviewing on campus. Call
(800)3934521 ext.2 A.S.A.P.
White Star Tavern - Looking for
upbeat, fun-loving individuals to
wait tables & tend bar. Must be
able to work late night &
weekends. Call at (540)885-5887.

CaN anytime, 435-7368.
Sublet 40-1 University Place
$210/mo. Leslie. 432-5563 or
5688729,
Roommate needed to share large
5BR house. $200 + utilities. 5743718.
Roommate for beautiful 4BR, 2
bath house. January. $250/mo.
1/4 utilities. 4331356.
Sublet Commons - Spring. 2BR,
$240/mo. Can Nicole. 5667104.
Three BR available - Beautiful
Victorian 6BR house, unfurnished,
large rooms. Sublet Jan.-May. Rent
negotiable. Ill Campbell St. 433
3077.
Elizabeth St. - 2 houses, 5BRs
each. May '98. August '98. x3068.
One BR apt. sublet - Jan-July at
JM Apts. $295 + utilities. Half mile
from campus. Call John, 574-0557.

FOR SALE
Handmade beeswax candles beautiful! Gift A Thrift. 227 N.
Main.
Power Macintosh 6115C0 - CDROM. 15" monitor, modem,
software, $800. Call 4338826.
P150MHZ, 1.60BHD, 16MBRAM2MBVRAM, CD ROM, 28.8M0DEM,
Ethernet card, .285VGA monitor,
sound card, speakers, 256k
cache, software, $1,200. Call
Dana. x4515.
Need mental alertness 4 energy?
Natural herbal products. Call
(540)801-4634.
Madison Romance Calendars on
sale now! Only $10. Call 8010011.
Spring Break trips! Cancun.
Florida, South Padre. Prices
increase mid-December. Call now
for more info. Julie, 574-0546.
1990 Hyundai Excel - Recent
tune-up, low mileage. $2,100.
574-3016, Jason.
1988 Chrysler LeBaron - Two door
coupe, red. new turbo, automatic,
loaded, excellent condition,
$3,500 firm. (540)885-3972.
20" Mongoose freestyle bike $120. Chrome. Student offcampus. 574-0653.

Mill Street Grill - Looking for
experienced line cooks. Saute &
broiler experience a plus, above
average pay. Apply at 1 Mill St..
Staunton, VA or call at (540)886
0656.
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free info. Call
(202)452 5940.
Keystone PtoeAno Services. Inc. Technicians needed. Looking for
work for a semester or for the
summer? Natural gas contractor
serving the Richmond A Norfolk
area needs students starting at
$7/hr. Applicants must pass a drug
test. Call (800)437-0986, M-F, 65,
ask for Sydney Fultz for details.
Cruise
Ship
A
Land-Tour
employment - Learn about
national/int'l cruise lines & landtour companies. World travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean).
Excellent benefits + bonuses! We
can help you make the connection.
517-3360574 xC53251.
National Park employment Discover how to work in America's
parks, forests A wildlife preserves.
Competitive wages + bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round.
For
employment info, call 517-3243081 XN53251.
Earn up to S500/wk assembling
products at home. No experience.
Info. (504)646-1700 Dept. VA4806.
Holiday help wanted - Fairfax, VA.
Hickory Hams is hiring full-time
temporary positions to begin Nov.
20-Dec. 24. counter sales & food
preparation available, $6.50/hr.
Call (703)818-7445. 13898 Metro
Tech Dr.. Chantilly, VA 20151.
Laundry CD - Chance to earn an
income through a self-run
business. Environmentally safe
laundry product. Minimal time
required. International company
with a local distributor. For info,
call Vince or Barb at 434-8135.
leave a message.
Free T-shirt ♦ $1,000 - Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a whopping
$5/VISA
application.
Call
(800)932-0528 x65. Qualified
callers receive free T-shirt.
Earn S750-Sl.500/wk - Raise all
the money your group needs by
sponsoring a VISA fundraiser on
your campus. No investment &
very little time needed. There's no
obligation, so why not call for info
today. Call (800)3238454 x95.

Nationally-recognized public
opinion polling research firm is
now hiring polite, reliable people
to conduct scientific telephone
interviews (no sales). Flexible,
part-time evening shifts MondayFriday with a day shift on
Saturday. $5.50/hr. to start.
Apply in person to Responsive
Management. 130 Franklin St..
Monday-Friday. No telephone calls
please.
JMU BOOKSTORE APPLY NOW!!!
Now Hiring for Spring Bookrush.
State Application A completed
Spring Schedule required.
Apply In person
by November 17th!

Earn $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. M18, 251 N.
Dupont Hwy, Suite 117, Dover, DE
19901.

LOST & FOUND
Found - In Gibbons Hall men's
bathroom. 3 silver rings. 4340624.

SPRING
BREAK!
Bahamas Party

Cruise

$279

6 Days • Most Meals • Free
Parties • Includes Taxes

Cancun $399
7 Nlehts Air/Hotel • Free Meals
4 21 Hours Free Drinks

Jamaica $419
7 Nights • Air« Hotel • Save
$150 on Food A Drinks

Florida $119
South Beach, Panama city.
Daytona, Cocoa Beach

Spring Break Travel
Our 11th Year!

(800)678-6386

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Great
party music since 1985! Call 433
0360.
Student hair cuts - $9.50.
Closest salon to JMU, behind
Kinko's. University Hairstylist. 433
9533.
Smelly roommate? Allergies?
Second hand smoke getting you
down? For immediate relief, call
434-1514.
Math 220 (Reynolds) tutor
needed ASAP! $10/hr. Call Laura.
574-3684.
Mediation A Conflict Resolution
training Nov. 13-15. Supreme
Court certified. Harrlsonburg
Community Mediation Center. 4340059
or
http://home.rica.net/medlate/ for
more info.
NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities &
work-at-home opportunities,
contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,

at 1-800-533-5501.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Crulsel 6 days $279! Includes
meals, free parties, taxes! Get a
group, go free! Prices increase
soon,
save
$50!
sprlngbreaktravel.com (800)6786386.
Spring Break - Cancun A
Jamaica $379! Book early, save
$50! Get a group, go free!
Panama City $129! South Beach
(Bars close 5 a.m.!) $129!
springbreaktravel.com (800)6786386.
Spring Break, "Take 2" - Hiring
Reps! Sell 15, take two free.
Hottest destinations! Free parties.
eats & drinks. SunSplash,
(800)42&7710.
Earn money A free trips! Individuals
& groups wanted to promote Sprrg Break
Cal nerCarrpus Programs at (800)3276013 or http://www.icpt.com.

SPRING BREAK
CANCUN $399
JAMAICA $399
BAHAMAS $369
FLORIDA $119
NOW HIRING REPSI

1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

Sport Cards - Same Cards.
Baseball, Basketball. Football.
Hockey. Star Wars. Magic, etc.
Buy/Sen. #1 shop in Valley. Dukes
Sportscards. Dukes Plaza. 2355 S.
Main. Phone 433DUKE.
AX 11 would like to thank their
dates for an awesome time at
formal.
Adoption - Loving couple wishes
to adopt infant. Happy, secure
home with full-time mom. We can
help each other. Please call Diane
& Joe at (800)579-1860 or collect.
(703)830-1341.
Donate your vehicle to charity Tax deductible Charity Foundation,
Inc. (540)432-6653.
Loneliness stops here - 24-hour
personals bulletin board. All
lifestyles. (900)988-8700 x9846.
$2.99/min. 18+. Procall Co.,
(602)954-7420.
Dr. James H Smylle, Professor
Emeritus of Church History at
Union Theological Seminary A
Presbyterian School of Christian
Education in Richmond, will lecture
on Nov. 20. 1997 on •Challenges
to the Christian Faith of the 19th
Century." The lecture is part of the
class on the "History of Christian
, Thought* taught by Prof. William
Thomas. Dept. of Philosophy &
Religion. Dr. Smylie & Jamie Dale,
Director of Admissions at UnionPSCE. will also be available for
discussion about theological
education at lunch from 11:30
a.m. - 1 p.m. in the Highlands
Room. Warren Hall, 5th floor.
Reservations are required by Nov.
12 through the Dept. of Philosophy
& Religion, x6394, Mrs. Johnson.
For questions please contact Mr.
Dale at (800)229-2990 or e-mail:
admtssn&utsva.edu.

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS
Bahamas. Cancun & Ski Trips!
FREE FOOD A FREE DRINKS!
Sign-up before Nov. 30.
Organize a group - travel free.
Call for details A free brocure.
Call (888)SPRING BREAK Today!

Adoption - Everything is ready for
a baby. Cozy home, large back
yard, great schools, adoring
relatives & more are what we can
offer a child. We're a sincere,
loving & easy-to talk-to couple. Call
Wendy A Alan toll-free (888)2324823. Legal & confidential.

SPRING
BREAK

HTH 458 A the JMU Health
Center would like to invite all of
you to participate in next weeks'
events on the commons & at UREC
during the Great American
Smokeout. Remember to Kick The
Butt!

CANCUN'BAHAMAS-JAMAICA'
FLORIDA-SAN JUAN
Don't miss out. . . Call now for
your Spring Break Vacation!
Ask about our early booking
Incentives. Organize a group
and travel FREE!!!

Call Now...

(800)7004790

VAGABOND TOURS

WANTED

Happy Birthday to our November
birthdays - Christen, Mary, AnneMarie, Jen K, Paula, Dianna, Jen
T.. Lon & Kim. Love, AXU.
Galapagos Natural History Studies
tour - Now forming. Dates' May 14
- June 2, 1998. Bio 325G credit (3
hrs.). Contact Dr. C.K. McMullen.
Burruss 205 (3805); email:
mcmullck.
Ballroom
A
Latin
dance
instruction by an experienced
professional
(540)2495781/(410)7638588.

Wanted - Cars for parts. 867-5871.
Saturday night Hampton Phlsh
ticket! Please contact Katie.
x7597. Offering ride & money!
Wanted - 100 people to lose 8
100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. Dr. recommended,
guaranteed. Free gift. (800)813
5949.

PERSONALS
Skydlvel Experience the thrill!
skydiveorange.com. (540)9423871. Ask about JMU discounts.

To place a classified ad hi
The Breeze,
please come
to The Breeze office in the
basement of AnthonySeeger Hall, weekdays
from
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Classified ads cost $2.50
for the first 10 words, and
$2 for each additional 10
words. Boxed ads are $10
per column inch.

DON'T FORGET TO ADVERTISE IN THE BREEZE'S UPCOMING SPECIAL ISSUES!

NOV.
17
BASKETBALL SUPPLEMENT

HOLIDAY SHOPPING GUIDE

NOV. 24

*
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South View & The Commons Apartments
Offer FREE Trash Removal
Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
• Double Beds in each
OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
and by appointment

869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

bedroom
Full size Washer & Dryer
Telephone & Cable •
hookups in each bedroom
& living room

• Oversized Closets
• Built-in microwave oven
• Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service

Stop by the Commons Rental Office,
or call 432-0600, and make a move to luxury!

